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A bankrupt cell of the Circuit City cell line. The retail RNA inside had to find something else to do.
The differences between the technological and biological cells are ones of scale, but not function. The function is to embody complexity in the form of a conduit or dissipative structure which most effectively accelerates the degradation and dissipation of a fuel or energy gradient. A key
requirement is that the energy intensive complexity must at least be compensated by the flow through the conduit. That is, the cell must process enough energy to at least “break-even” in its self-assembly and maintenance. Self-organization of dissipative structures, simple at first, must be coded in
information as complexity increases as the probability of their formation becomes equally less likely with increases in complexity.
The technological cell functions like a biological one in that it is an organized structure that functions much like a siphon, pulling in resources and energy, feeding them through a conduit of complex metabolism and then exporting product into the environment along with waste heat and material.
Once the thermodynamic gradient between high grade energy and waste heat is established, it can be self sustaining. As heat is exhausted into the environment, more combustion can occur within the cellular metabolism without temperatures rising to a degree that would damage or destroy the
metabolic machinery. Any cell which operates at a loss, failing to cover its fixed and variable costs, will eventually die or in the technological realm, go bankrupt. Cells that provide “profit” take in more energy than used by the metabolism and are able to reproduce with the excess energy and
resources. You may find this in rapidly expanding technological cell lines like “Starbucks” whose income must far outweigh expense. Rapid growth in cells can occur in a situation like this. But unfortunatly for many human RNA that form a part of the technological cell metabolism, working with
machines to produce the output, their portion of the energy/resource input can be squeezed so as to create a greater difference between the income/expense ratio which can be captured by the “owners” of the cell line or company. Attending a specialized school or obtaining a license to become a
rarer and desired functioning RNA can sometimes work to increase pay or a portion of income, but this is becoming less so as the nucleoli or schools are increasingly taking their student’s future earnings through debt, even as the environment offers fewer and fewer opportunities for employment,
income and growth.

Certificate given by nucleolus (school) certifying that RNA (student) is proficient at a high school level in analog mind development and use of information, thereby qualifying the applicant for working in a technological cell.
All life and its consequent complexity is determined by thermodynamics and various forms of dissipative structures or conduits will come and go as conditions dictate. It should be recognized that cells that have a net income while feeding upon highly concentrated and potent fossil fuels, may fail
to achieve break-even as the fuels become more depleted and diffuse. In this case there will be massive cell death and an unsupportable population of human RNA which will unlikely survive a return to the ecosystem from which they cancerously emerged.
“Some estimates extend their timeline into deep prehistory, to “10,000 BC“, i.e. the early Holocene,[1] when world population estimates range roughly between one and ten million.
Estimates for yet deeper prehistory, into the Upper Paleolithic, are of a different nature. At this time human populations consisted entirely of non-sedentary hunter-gatherer populations, which fall into a number of archaic species or sub-species, some but not all of which may be ancestral to the
modern human population due to possible archaic human admixture with modern humans taking place during the Upper Paleolithic. Estimates of the size of these populations are a topic of paleoanthropology. A late human population bottleneck is postulated by some scholars at approximately
70,000 years ago, during the Toba catastrophe, when the Homo sapiens population may have dropped to as low as between 1,000 and 10,000 individuals.”[2][3][4] – Wikipedia
It appears that a healthy ecosystem can support a population between one and ten million humans. Going forward, due to sudden climate change, we will have anything but a stable and healthy ecosystem. There’s no reason to believe that the current episode of malignant growth will be any less
damaging to the human population than the Toba eruption. Conversion to wind and solar power, which will require increasing and ongoing industrial activity, will at best only maintain “break-even” for some proportion of currently existing technological cells for a short while, before sounding the
death knell for the ecosystem. Creating solar and wind energy gathering devices does not at all address the tendency towards malignant growth and associated damages to the ecosystem.
Humans seem unable to shrink their footprint upon the planet, basically because they’re not happy with getting less. Thermodynamics will be the great arbiter in this matter. In the meantime, even though the emaciated cancer patient struggles to eat, the cancer’s only solution is further growth.

The Dancing Shiva could represent thermodynamics and the dancing dissipatives within the confines of the earth, heat released by flames at the periphery, one foot firmly planted upon the aspiring Megacancer, the filth of the earth, while the other untainted foot is held beyond the desires of the
body.
The following video shows what happens when break-even is not achieved due, in this case, to inadequate jobs and compensation for human RNA.The domestic cells go out of business too.
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291 thoughts on “Shiva Dancing”
1.

Rob Mielcarski said:
March 25, 2018 at 4:17 pm
Excellent essay. Thanks.
Reply

2.

John Weaver said:
March 25, 2018 at 6:30 pm
Great. Inspired thoughts. Albert Bartlett would be proud.
Reply

3.

dave said:
March 25, 2018 at 8:24 pm
the powers of analogy and word smithing are strong in you.
Reply
james said:
March 26, 2018 at 10:42 am
Thanks Dave. I attribute it all to large doses of Vitamin C and S (coffee and sugar) and my brief stay on an alien space craft when I was young.
Reply

4.

Michael Dowd said:
March 25, 2018 at 11:45 pm
James, this piece is excellent. I can’t believe I didn’t know about you before Rob Mielcarski (just today) turned me on to you. Google “Deep Sustainability Audios” to see my free audio recordings of leaders in “overshoot space”. You will undoubtedly recognize most of these colleagues and
mentors of mine; perhaps many are even friends of yours.
If you would like to identify your best (or most important) half-dozen or so posts, with your permission I will record and post them to that page.
Together in collapse, together for the future,
~ Michael
cell: 425-960-9941
Reply
james said:
March 26, 2018 at 10:34 am
Michael, please help yourself to whatever you find here. I’ve looked at the deep sustainability material and find it reasonable and desirable, but the cancer has the momentum. Sustainable may be an unimagined state for some remaining species after all of this is done.
Reply

5.

dave said:
March 26, 2018 at 8:59 am
i liked this little article. i would have titled it, “nothing happens for a reason”.
https://americanaffairsjournal.org/2017/11/western-elite-chinese-perspective/
Reply
james said:
March 26, 2018 at 12:03 pm
I guess we all find ourselves pushed along on some tributary or backwaters of the flow “into the cool.”
Reply

6.

dolph said:
March 26, 2018 at 10:29 am
I have to be careful about being negative about China, because they are very competent and might very well be the next hegemon. And, after all, if you are negative on China, people assume you are optimistic about America. Why this constant either/or? It is possible to be pessimistic about
things in general.
However, let me say that I think China is one of the next shoes to drop, only taking longer to get there. They are unsustainable, unrealistic about their prospects, and enamored with technology just for the sake of it. All of this serves to mask the deep corruption and dysfunction. My
impression of most Chinese is that they are greedy, vain, deceptive, desperate to get rich to prove themselves to the West, and having both an intense superiority and inferiorty complex which splits their personality. As opposed to Americans, who only have a superiority complex, and act as
such.
So, am I positive about anything in this world? Hard to say. I’m not sure and unwilling to commit either way. However, I do believe humans are adaptive and will continue well into the future, so those that think that either resource decline or climate change will finish us all off, they are
anticipating something that simply won’t happen, and are projecting their own old age and mortality onto the system as a whole.
The system has billions and billions of healthy workers. It doesn’t care that you are 50, hurting all over your body, divorced, poor, disrespected, and about to overdose on opioids or have a heart attack in a few years.
Reply
james said:
March 26, 2018 at 12:14 pm
That sound like me Dolph – 50, hurting all over, (not divorced yet), poor (all things are relative), disrespected and about to have a heart attack in a few years.
I was up at the high school track a few days ago, starting my running return to health and tore a little muscle in my calf. Oh well.
The Chinese may become the biggest cancer on the block, but that won’t save them.
I don’t order anything form China any longer. I’ve been ripped-off too many times. But I do have two very nice adopted nieces from China.
Cancer’s always get rich and grow wildly for a short while until they are suddenly and tragically disappointed.
Reply

7.

Apneaman said:
March 26, 2018 at 12:21 pm
NTHE is a Four Letter Word
“We are not talking about climate deniers now, who have their own brand of insanity, but we keep hearing the same mantra chanted by otherwise respectable scientists and policymakers that, “climate change may be catastrophic but it won’t be the end of us.”
We hear that so often we almost never challenge it, not wishing to divert an otherwise productive conversation into what we know to be a blind alley. Nonetheless, we think the statement is at best deluded and at worst just a milder form of denialism. It is not science. It is faith. It is also
human neurophysiology.”
http://peaksurfer.blogspot.ca/2018/03/nthe-is-four-letter-word.html
Scientists say current pace of environmental change is completely unprecedented
‘One notable point that the team has highlighted is the difficulty of using past events to draw conclusions about future climate change. “Testing the risks associated with the pace of modern environmental change is proving problematic, due to a lack of similar rapid changes in the geological
past,’
https://inhabitat.com/scientists-say-current-pace-of-environmental-change-is-completely-unprecedented/
It appear that almost all humans who have been born & raised under the shield of the technological bubble cannot accept the fact that they are biological creatures that can only survive under certain conditions.
The other thing humans seem not to understand is that they have already created the conditions that will push the current earth system into a new state; one that is not habitable for them. Inertia is one of the most powerful forces in the universe (another lowly understood concept for the
humans) and the inertia is coming. Nothing can stop it. Positive self reinforcing feedbacks are inertia. As the earth continues to warm the speed of the feedbacks will only increase and so will the consequences. The humans have no choice in the matter. Damage done.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
March 26, 2018 at 1:20 pm
Thanks. I read Albert Bates’ review of Varki’s book referenced in this article and observe that he cut and pasted a paragraph of text from my blog without attribution, and that he does not seem to understand some subtle but important points made by the MORT theory.
Reply
dolph said:
March 27, 2018 at 11:33 am
I do not deny the reality of climate change. Rather, my point, is, we are all mortal anyway. There was never any scenario in which you personally were going to continue forever, no matter what happens to the system.
And stop pretending you care about future generations. Nobody has. Not in the past, not now, and not ever.
You aren’t a teenager or in your 20s anymore. You are getting older and older and closer to death every day. More than likely, you have performed your function of reproducing and working for awhile, and can now be replaced.
No point scaring anyone about global doomsday situations. It doesn’t make a difference either way.
Reply

8.

Apneaman said:
March 26, 2018 at 12:56 pm
Speaking of humans projecting their hopes and fears into their views it’s interesting to note how almost all humans, regardless of eduction, simply cannot contemplate the idea that the humans could go extinct in their lifetime or the lifetime of their kids & grandkids. That is too close to
home. Only in the abstract of some far away future, with people they don’t know, can they imagine it happening. It’s the same mind set behind the thousands of “by 2100” projections – push it away, push it away.
Your brain won’t allow you to believe the apocalypse could actually happen
https://io9.gizmodo.com/5848857/your-brain-wont-allow-you-to-believe-the-apocalypse-could-actually-happen
“A research team found the speed of evolution of placental mammals — a group that today includes nearly 5000 species including humans — was constant before the extinction event but exploded after, resulting in the varied groups of mammals we see today.”
“Our ancestors evolved three times faster in the 10 million years after the extinction of the dinosaurs than in the previous 80 million years, according to UCL researchers.”
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160628221710.htm
The changes wrought by the last mass extinction (KT) made possible the evolution of our early mammal ancestors and also the spread and evolution of wild grass; a few of that have been domesticated (or is that backwards) and made possible civilization.
As amazing as those notions are they pale in comparison to the rate of change the humans have wrought on this planet in less than 3 centuries.
I get that most don’t get it hidden away in their various technological cells and just living their lives in the manner their families and society instructed them too. We’re all normal here. Further, none of them want to feel that a lifetime of doing as they were raised to do is contributing to the
fastest and most destructive rate of change this planet has gone through in the history of life.
Sorry kids but your very existence is far worse than giant dinosaur killing asteroids and vast, death spewing, volcanic traps…………..who wants to go to the mall?
Reply
james said:
March 26, 2018 at 1:23 pm
I think Rob will find that first link interesting, if he hasn’t seen it already.
“We found that optimism was related to diminished coding of undesirable information about the future in a region of the frontal cortex (right IFG) that has been identified as being sensitive to negative estimation errors . . . this human propensity toward optimism is facilitated by the
brain’s failure to code errors in estimation when those call for pessimistic updates. This failure results in selective updating, which supports unrealistic optimism that is resistant to change.”
“There is one fascinating exception to this rule, though. As the researchers note, the only people who consistently offer accurate estimates of bad things happening to them are clinically depressed. So — perfect depression is perfect awareness?”
Which is worse, getting shot with a .45 (asteroid) or having (being) terminal cancer? They’re both pretty bad.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
March 26, 2018 at 3:06 pm
Thanks. I had not seen it before and it is interesting.
The idea that optimism is a damping of negative estimation seems consistent with Varki’s speculation that evolution implemented denial of unpleasant realities by tweaking the fear suppression module that is present in all mammals and that is used when there is no alternative
but to fight.
The second point also seems consistent with the MORT theory in that depression reduces reproductive fitness and therefore happy people in denial will tend to fix their genes for denial.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
March 26, 2018 at 3:46 pm
Many petri dishes for this denial experiment: Europeans embracing a replacement culture, Americans urging their compatriots to disarm, merely living in any large city, belief that we live in western “democracies” rather than in an global oligarchic surveillance/police
state… What would have previously been regarded as healthy levels of fear or skepticism are being suppressed, or are suppressing themselves.
But enough about that, what about *Stormy Daniels*!!???
Reply
james said:
March 26, 2018 at 4:08 pm
And all of the college students tell themselves they’re going to get a great job and be rich some day as they sign the debt instruments.
Stormy Daniels? She wants to smudge the President for only $15,000 and then there’s probably a much bigger book deal. I wonder how that ranks against an ice free Arctic.
Reply
Cynic said:
March 30, 2018 at 12:59 pm
Worth reading about military training.
It’s quite clear from memoirs that none of them really gives a thought to negatives which are obvious and inherent in their trade, until they actually see someone blown up beside them.
Somehow what we all know about WW1, Vietnam, etc, just goes by their brains.
Reply

9.

Apneaman said:
March 26, 2018 at 3:33 pm
No need to go to China to witness the growth of the Chinese.
Clash of the Enclaves: Asian Americans in Suburbia
New book on globalizing suburbs shows how longtime residents and governments struggle to deal with newcomers.
“Lung-Amam gives us the numbers: Asian Americans are the fastest growing of all minority groups in U.S. suburbs today, with 62 per cent of all Asians in America residing in the suburbs of the 100 largest American cities; that makes them almost as suburban as white Americans. (Note:
U.S. demographics often count many Asian groups together under the umbrella of “Asian.”)
This boom of immigrants began in the 1980s and is going strong today.
Some of these ethnoburbs receive new immigrants because they are located near longtime gateway cities. Canadian examples are Richmond outside Vancouver and Markham outside Toronto.”
https://thetyee.ca/Culture/2018/03/26/Asian-American-Suburbia/
I live in one of these places. Big meaty whiteboy minority. I estimate 20% white. I’ll need to flee before the resource-race wars breakout.
Reply
james said:
March 27, 2018 at 10:22 am
Do not flee. Big meaty white boys need the China Buffet. Just give it your best Charlie Chan.
Charlie Chan
Reply

10.

james said:
March 27, 2018 at 10:17 am
Here is an interesting evaluation of Tim Garrett’s work in PPTX form.
http://www.cabrillo.edu/~molthenius/Apowers/A7-K43-Garrett.pptx
You may need to download free Open Office to get a reader:
https://www.openoffice.org/
Reply
Apneaman said:
March 27, 2018 at 11:26 am
I was able to open it in Libre office (a spin off of open office), but I had to go to a different page.
http://www.cabrillo.edu/util/search/custom.html?cx=017599010138794891290%3Ak_v02r5dut4&cof=FORID%3A11&q=Tim+garrett&sa.x=35&sa.y=5
This page here has tons of links including links to 7 different Garrett authored papers.
https://www.cabrillo.edu/~rnolthenius/astro7/InstrucVids.html
https://www.libreoffice.org/
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
March 27, 2018 at 9:09 pm
Just finished a quick read of the 257!! page presentation. I don’t pretend I absorbed it all but here are a few comments.
Wow. He put a ton of work into this. It’s so nice to see someone take Garrett’s work serious and elaborate and expand on it.
I read it from the perspective of could I detect any flaws in his logic and forecasts? The only thing I spotted is that he did not seem to consider the depletion of high quality fossil carbon and the resulting decline in per capita net energy that seems to underpin our economic problems.
I’m thinking someone should analyse whether the collapse of the economy due to falling net energy and exploding debt will outpace the collapse of the economy due to climate change.
I recall Garrett saying that fracking has solved the peak oil problem and you can see this thinking in the presentation that 2% growth will continue forever.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
March 27, 2018 at 11:56 pm
Rob, I was going to tell you to check out Tverberg and Morgan, but I see you have already linked to them on your blog.
https://ourfiniteworld.com
https://surplusenergyeconomics.wordpress.com/
I’d put both of them in the “economic collapse before climate collapse” camp.
Reply
james said:
March 28, 2018 at 5:32 am
It seems that the current metabolic regime is already struggling to maintain itself. Nominal wealth in asset values is artificially created while real wealth is diminished. Any energy taken to transition to renewables will deprive some part of the legacy economy of the energy it
needs to survive. The patient may already be too sick to survive the cure and if cured would possibly exist in a relatively vegetative condition. We’ll probably spend as much of our remaining wealth on people walls, sea walls, relocation and defense spending as we’ll ever spend
on renewables. Our sci-fi renewable future is about as realistic as a Jettson’s cartoon.
Growth and banking are pretty much toast.
This clip sums up our situation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1cMnM-UJ5U
Reply

11.

Rob Mielcarski said:
March 27, 2018 at 2:07 pm
Very interesting links. I suspect Nolthenius’ criticism of McPherson’s heat engine warning may have originated from this classic talk by Tom Murphy. We would actually boil ourselves if economic growth continued forever but of course that’s not possible.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_8b6ej0U3g
I like Nolthenius comments on turf guarding by academics. Garrett can wipe the floor with every economist that has ever existed. I observe that many of the major breakthroughs in biology were also made by physicists. Perhaps physics should be a prerequisite for running for public office,
as Jay Hanson suggests.
Reply
Cynic said:
March 30, 2018 at 1:07 pm
The assumption there is that public office in a democratic, theocratic or totalitarian system is about a wise direction of society.
It is not, and has never been.
Quite a different ball game.
Reply

12.

james said:
March 29, 2018 at 10:44 am
Here’s a link from JT Roberts over at http://www.ourfiniteworld.com regarding the ideal combination of humans (RNA) and automation (enzyme, protein).
Also found this regarding the numbers of macromolecules in cells. A draft of the entire book can be downloaded at a link at the bottom of the page.
This could be rich information for comparing the biological and technological cells.
China is implementing AI face recognition to identify jaywalkers. But I guess most people are mindless bots anyway, they won’t mind.
https://www.cnet.com/news/jaywalking-in-china-surveillance-system-will-sms-you-a-fine/
“We are living in the future we’ve always dreamed of.” One of Aldous Huxley’s dreams.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tucY7Jhhs4
Reply

13.

Apneaman said:
March 29, 2018 at 2:00 pm
Here’s how I was enjoying wasting the day away yesterday.
Waking Up with Sam Harris #91 – The Biology of Good and Evil (with Robert Sapolsky)
“In this episode of the Waking Up podcast, Sam Harris speaks with Robert Sapolsky about his work with baboons, the opposition between reason and emotion, doubt, the evolution of the brain, the civilizing role of the frontal cortex, the illusion of free will, justice and vengeance, brainmachine interface, religion, drugs, and other topics.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=26&v=kNLOJ-3rL60
The free will (no) discussion starts around the 40 min mark.
Reply
james said:
March 29, 2018 at 8:11 pm
Why would a brain that evolves as part of a dissipative structure that needs energy and reproduction provide “freewill”. It wouldn’t.
The medial prefrontal cortex can provide some restraint on the reward seeking limbic system, as when mama says “Now don’t eat the last cookie, it’s not polite.” But when no one is around, guess what happens? Same with a lot of things like looting after a catastrophe. To start it’s bad,
then no one is looking so I’ll sneak over and get a little, then everybody is doing it so it must be good. The enculturated prohibitions absorbed by the medial prefrontal cortex modify behavior so that a social group can all be playing by the same rules, even thought the limbic system
often tries to make them cheat and gain advantage.
A typical human will go to church on Sunday to be seen by friends, only to turn around and be a nasty, gossiping, competitive bastard the next day at work.
They think they have free will, but it’s just a couple of brain modules deciding what’s best for the maximum power of the individual.
I wonder if Sapolsky’s depression is because he lost his religion and denial. If you don’t have the religion drug, perhaps you need a pharmacological intervention. One way or another you have to get your dopamine and serotonin.
Sometimes thinking about all of this reality is like competitive diving. You hold your breath and go under and swim deeper and deeper looking for answers. You’re not satisfied, so you go deeper and deeper, but you’re running out of breath, your health is failing and your denial is
fading. You go as far as you can and then struggle back to the surface. Sometimes you go so deep that you surround yourself with total blackness and you no longer have the strength to get back to the surface and you drown. Most of society frolics on the beach and on the surface in the
light of dopamine and opioids. Some have to swim as far into the abyss as they can if only for the sake of perspective.
Reply
dolph said:
March 29, 2018 at 9:52 pm
Interesting analogy.
Just recently there was a murder in an apartment complex near I live. 1 person dead, more injured.
But, but…everything is just fine! Nothing to see hear, move along, America is great, we are all great, we are awesome, we are immortal. Let’s all smile and share our nude videos with each other. Don’t pay attention to that grisly scene over there, it will never happen to you. Just
punch your alarm clock, go to work, and watch a movie or two on the weekend to entertain yourself, maybe a horror movie will do the trick.
Denial is what defines humanity, denial is what defines America. And how long will we continue to do it? As long as we exist as a species! Thousands of years!
Reply
james said:
March 30, 2018 at 4:33 am
If you’re lucky, you’ll be in complete denial until your dead and any unfortunate things that happen to you along the way will just be a matter of “bad luck”.
If your denial is too weak, just take a few or too many opioid pills or some heroin to help yourself deny. Have you come to the realization that you’ll never have a real job, never own a house, be raked over the financial coals if you get sick, be unable to send your kids to
college and otherwise be enslaved, raped and pillaged by predatory government and financial system? Just sing a song and tell yourself that life is good or guzzle some more Wild Turkey and let it whack your brain so hard you won’t need denial. You must deny the liver
damage while taking this approach.
Reply

14.

Rob Mielcarski said:
March 29, 2018 at 10:12 pm
“Why would a brain that evolves as part of a dissipative structure that needs energy and reproduction provide “freewill”. It wouldn’t.”
Ahh grasshopper, but what if sufficient intelligence evolves to understand that some of the decisions made by its limbic system are not in its best long term interests? Why then you’d have to evolve a module to deny the unpleasant realities of the conflict between the limbic system and the
intelligent system so that the limbic system can remain in charge. But that sounds so very improbable! Yes, that’s why after 4.5 billion years only one intelligent species has emerged.
Reply
james said:
March 30, 2018 at 4:08 am
Stronger optimism bias and denial may have helped one variant of hominids take the lead, but it would not have been the factor that gave one species technological evolution or what is commonly interpreted as intelligence.
It is very beneficial that humans can “keep their powder dry” until the time they can most effectively use it by controlling limbic impulsivity. Is this ability “freewill”?
Reply

15.

Ed said:
March 30, 2018 at 12:06 pm
Our view of ourselves and the world is a model
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/04/02/are-we-already-living-in-virtual-reality
Reply
Ed said:
March 30, 2018 at 12:24 pm
“It turns out that we do, in this sense, possess subtle bodies; we also inhabit subtle selves. While a person exists, he feels that he knows the world and himself directly. In fact, he experiences a model of the world and inhabits a model of himself. These models are maintained by the
mind in such a way that their constructed nature is invisible. But it can sometimes be made visible, and then—to a degree—the models can be changed. Something about this discovery is deflating: it turns out that we are less substantial than we thought. Yet it can also be invigorating
to understand the constructed, provisional nature of experience. Our perceptions of the world and the self feel real—how could they feel otherwise?—but we can come to understand our own role in the creation of their apparent realness. “The compensation of growing old,” Virginia
Woolf writes, in “Mrs. Dalloway,” is that, while “the passions remain as strong as ever,” we gain “the power which adds the supreme flavour to existence,—the power of taking hold of experience, of turning it around, slowly, in the light.””
Reply
james said:
March 30, 2018 at 2:32 pm
I find it satisfying that people are genetically programmed to do as they do and are not doing it through free will. I can feel a little forgiveness, like when I forgive a dog that can’t stop itself from killing a baby rabbit. They have no agency.
I was trying to imagine what it would be like not to have a “virtual” self and I think the body would still work without a well-developed conception of self.
Reply

16.

james said:
March 31, 2018 at 10:22 am
Each and every city, though of varying size and complexity, will expand into nutritious territory and continue growing until its zone of growth is exhausted. This is what happened with early emergent civilization like a Mayan or Roman society. Each and every one will eventually exhaust its
nutrients, be unable to grow further into nutritious territory and then enter a phase of deterioration followed by collapse as metabolic relationships become strained and disappear. Those outlying homesteads that attempt to ring-fence some nutrition will likely have it taxed out from under
them. There are no exceptions.
Everyone wants to inhabit a cell in a richly fed tumor. It is hard to realize that all of that wealth will eventually end-up in ruins with perhaps a few sparse humans feeding upon depleted landscapes.
Reply

17.

gwb said:
March 31, 2018 at 10:27 pm
So much for the U.N. campaign for Forests and Sustainable Cities…
http://www.un.org/esa/forests/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/IDF2018_Programme_final.pdf
Reply

18.

james said:
April 1, 2018 at 10:46 am
Yea. It’s a joke. Ten million humans, unaided by technology, or with very primitive technology, was about as much as the ecosystem could produce and sustain. All the recent addition is cancer.
Energy flows downhill and we’re one of the fanciful forms through which it flows.
There is as much energy in one gram of mass as The Grand Coulee Dam produces running its turbines for 3.7 hours. So much trapped energy and no way to get at it. It must be very frustrating for the Universe to have these boils and knots of matter on its otherwise unblemished skin.
Reply

19.

dolph said:
April 1, 2018 at 9:17 pm
There are times when I have trouble believing it’s true. There’s a sense of, like we talked about, being in denial. This can’t be happening. This can’t be happening. Repeat it enough and you can almost convince yourself. You can almost convince yourself that you never took the red pill.
How many of you are aware that the United States is terminally bankrupt? That it is printing money to cover its liabilites which will never be met?
Do you people have any clue what this means for the United States and the world. It means that the global system is done, finished. And once the tidal wave comes it will wipe away everything in its path, and nothing will be the same ever again. There has NEVER, and I mean never, been a
transition in human history which matches what is about to come. Not the end of the Roman Empire. Not the Black Death. Not WW1 or WW2. Think, multiples of billions of people dying within half a century or less. That’s what coming, it’s just we don’t know when it will start.
I try to go my own way and not to think about it too much. It can drive you insane if you let it.
Reply
james said:
April 2, 2018 at 8:35 am
For the typical human RNA inhabitant of an RNA cell it will be something like this:
“Honey, have you seen the cost of glucose lately? I can’t believe what it costs.”
“I know, my receptors keep coming up empty day after day and at work they say they may have to let us go. They’re having trouble getting glucose and raw materials too.”
“I wish it were like the old days when all you had to do was show up and someone would give you a job.”
“We can’t even afford to send John to the nucleolus for his ribosomal efficiency training. He’ll never have a good job without it.”
“And my nucleotides aren’t what they used to be. I have this one Uracil that gives me trouble all the time. But if I go to the hospital I could end-up owing tens of thousands of dollars.”
“Yea, double your glucose receptors and make them work overtime and you still can’t pay that off.”
…………….despair. “I think I’m going to pop a lysosome and end it all.”
“Don’t even think it, I’m still hoping they’ll roll-out some of that alien technology they’ve been hiding and working on for years.”
“They’d better hurry, our cell needs a new roof and I’m broke.”
Reply
dave said:
April 2, 2018 at 2:34 pm
“There are times when I have trouble believing it’s true. There’s a sense of, like we talked about, being in denial. This can’t be happening. This can’t be happening. Repeat it enough and you can almost convince yourself. You can almost convince yourself that you never took the red
pill.”
i often find myself asking myself, “how is any of this possible?”, like i have an answer. of course, i’m reering to the entire universe, and anything else that might be out there.
Reply

20.

Apneaman said:
April 2, 2018 at 2:24 pm
Survey: Large Number Of People Forgoing Medical Care Because Of Costs
http://www.kpbs.org/news/2018/mar/27/survey-finds-large-number-people-forgoing-medical-/
Reply

21.

Samuel said:
April 2, 2018 at 5:01 pm
Great article, as usual, James …
I like Nina Paley’s expertise in explaining things too. She’s a long-time, childfree-by-choice population activist who started with Les U. Knight’s VHEMT, which is still going strong too, by the way.
Shiva:
http://www.hoodedutilitarian.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/SheepReincarnation.jpg
Cancer/Human Overpopulation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3C-ERBfCms
Reply

22.

james said:
April 2, 2018 at 6:25 pm
The only organism, formerly of the ecosystem, able to recognize the technological cancer is the RNA of the technological cancer itself. One of the reasons that it doesn’t recognize itself as a threat is because the RNA within now identify with the technology and not the ecosystem. Most
human RNA are too busy doing their jobs and trying to keep their cells profitable to notice.
That video was on Anthropik which I remember reading about fifteen years ago.
http://rewild.info/anthropik/
Jason Godesky went on to make a video game set in the future named “The Fifth World.”
Reply

23.

dave said:
April 3, 2018 at 11:06 am
terrence mckenna died 18 years ago today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DScLovFUAk
Reply
james said:
April 3, 2018 at 11:30 am
I enjoy his ideas and thoughts (and I thought he was still alive.) Oh well.
Reply

24.

dolph said:
April 4, 2018 at 10:32 pm
I’m going to share with you all a story of a wasted life. It’s partly cathartic on my end, so just read and move on. I feel I can relate to you guys more than most people I encounter, but I’m not suggesting your life is mine.
I’m a 37 year old single male. I have no job, no friends, no girlfriend. I could get a job, but I just waste time doing nothing, surfing the web. I live in my hometown, paying rent for an apt., depleting my savings, and sometimes visit my parents. Those are the only two people in this world I
have any contact with anymore.
I’ve been on exactly one date my entire life, which was more like an evening out with a friend. I’ve approached three other women, with no response. I’m a virgin, I’ve pleasured myself almost every day since I was a teenager. I’ve never regularly exercised, I don’t go out and do anything, I
have no hobbies.
Don’t let it happen to you, folks. Whatever you think of collapse, live the one life you have!
Reply
Yorchichan said:
April 5, 2018 at 2:50 pm
My brother left school at fifteen with no qualifications (due to being bullied I found out just this year), and spent the next twenty years playing video games in his bedroom. Then one day he announced he had met a girl on the internet and was going over to the USA (from the UK) to
marry her. That was over ten years ago. They are still married and now have three kids. Believe me Dolph, if he can find a woman, anyone can.
Reply

25.

james said:
April 5, 2018 at 9:14 am
Hey, you’re still young. I didn’t marry until I was forty-two. You can probably find a nice girl in Thailand or the Philippines that is more down-to-earth than what you can find here.
As far as people are concerned, there aren’t that many worth spending time with. They’re all medial prefrontal cortex dominant and want to bore you with politics and monkey gossip. They feel the same way towards me when I try to discuss something substantive.
If you have decent health and a good bed to climb into at night you’re rich.
Reply

26.

james said:
April 5, 2018 at 9:54 am
Promoting cancer and the destruction of the earth sure does pay well.
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-04-05/janet-yellen-hits-paid-speech-circuit
This is a pretty good paper on intellect, thinking and so on and so forth.
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnins.2014.00265/full
My brain nailed the pattern similarities between technological humans and cellular RNA and civilization and cancer. Hurray, now we’re all gonna die and I don’t even get a laurel wreath. But Yellen and Bernanke are getting some big bucks for promoting the cancer. I’m sure they’ll convert
their rewards into gold as soon as possible.
Reply

27.

dave said:
April 5, 2018 at 6:35 pm
I don’t know dolf, it dosen’t sound all that bad. we all gibber and twitch for awhile. that all leads to suffering and death. it’s all the same, no exceptions.
Reply

28.

Apneaman said:
April 5, 2018 at 9:00 pm
It’s been said that the Overshoot consequences are not evenly distributed and I would agree, but the distribution network is rapidly expanding and it’s just a matter of time before everyone is covered.
Brutal Choice in Houston: Sell Home at a Loss or Face New Floods
“Hundreds of homeowners in Canyon Gate at Cinco Ranch, a quiet subdivision in a west Houston suburb, are mired in a slow, frustrating effort to rebuild. Others have formed an uneasy exodus, their attachment to familiar places and routines irreparably battered by a storm that dumped 50plus inches and caused widespread flooding. They are now selling their gutted homes at well below pre-storm prices.
The fundamental decision — stay or go — is one being faced by homeowners all around the Houston area. As climate change increases the frequency and intensity of storms like Harvey, no neighborhood is immune from being flooded again. ”
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/30/us/hurricane-harvey-flooding-canyon-gate.html?ref=oembed
There are two types of consequences; the direct hits and the knock on effects. When folks start the inevitable mass exodus from numerous coastal cities the knock on effects will be huge and wide spread.
Reply

29.

Apneaman said:
April 5, 2018 at 9:01 pm
A poetic and prophetic song from a young Ian Anderson back in the day.
JETHRO TULL-WOND’RING AGAIN -1970
There’s the stillness of death on a deathly unliving sea,
And the motor car magical world long since ceased to be,
When the Eve-bitten apple returned to destroy the tree.
Incestuous ancestry’s charabanc ride,
Spawning new millions throws the world on its side.
Supporting their far-flung illusion, the national curse,
And those with no sandwiches please get off the bus.
The excrement bubbles, the century’s slime decays
And the brainwashing government lackeys would have us say
It’s under control and we’ll soon be on our way
To a grand year for babies and quiz panel games
Of the hot hungry millions you’ll be sure to remain.
The natural resources are dwindling and no one grows old,
And those with no homes to go to, please dig yourself holes.
We wandered through quiet lands, felt the first breath of snow.
Searched for the last pigeon, slate grey I’ve been told.
Stumbled on a daffodil which she crushed in the rush, heard it sigh,
And left it to die.
At once felt remorse and were touched by the loss of our own,
Held its poor broken head in her hands,
Dropped soft tears in the snow,
And it’s only the taking that makes you what you are.
Wond’ring aloud will a son one day be born
To share in our infancy
In the child’s path we’ve worn.
In the aging seclusion of this earth that our birth did surprise
We’ll open his eyes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vU9DL1yU1UA
Reply
james said:
April 7, 2018 at 4:57 am
Back in 1972 the destruction of the ecosystem was very evident as exemplified by these lyrics. But not much changed over the years.
Humans perceive themselves to be in control, but it is thermodynamics that is in the lead, broadly interpreted as profit and loss in the cancerous economy or interpreted as the “invisible hand” by Adam Smith. The natural course of evolution is prompted by thermodynamics and
humans take credit for the “ideas”. Although there can be adaptation in the development of a system, I’m not sure how much adaptation there can be on the way down. Cutting the energy flow that resulted in adaptation of a system may result in the mirage simply going “poof”. But the
processes of self-organization in the technological system seem to be leading humans to a place where they don’t want to be – watched, molded, chipped, controlled, milked to meet the goals of society. One can even imagine an innovation in which kill devices are implanted under the
skin to eliminate those that are no longer economically viable in society. Thermodynamics is not leading humans in the direction of greater freedom and happiness but rather to greater functionality and control. Genetic manipulation or cloning is the natural outcome along this course.
It may be good that these quasi-species, nations, will destroy each other before this can come about.
http://www.market-ticker.org/akcs-www?post=233277
https://www.oftwominds.com/blogapr18/systems-fail4-18.html
Reply

30.

james said:
April 6, 2018 at 9:23 am
Nature has been around for billions of years, periodically throwing curve balls at life. Industrial civilization has been around about three-hundred years and is already on the verge of destroying its malignant self and the body it inhabits. Mother nature is still in her wind-up, but the next curve
ball will snuff out the cancer and knock the ecosystem flat. But who cares as long as growth, profits and bonuses are up today?
For those in the Houston soup bowl I say take the money and run. But to where?
Reply
gwb said:
April 6, 2018 at 11:22 am
Nature’s not our mother any more — she’s a screeching hag with her bony paw on the flush handle, ready to send us swirling…
Reply
james said:
April 6, 2018 at 12:02 pm
Like in the story of Hansel and Gretel, a cottage made of candy and cake, but the witch has other plans for the hungry children.
Reply
Cynic said:
April 9, 2018 at 10:13 am
Unless you are an Ancient Egyptian, screwing mummy tends not to end well…..
Reply

31.

Apneaman said:
April 7, 2018 at 11:32 pm
Here’s a knuckleball.
Hybrid swarm in global mega-pest
CSIRO Australia
Australian scientists have confirmed the hybridisation of two of the world’s major pest species, into a new and improved mega-pest.
One of the pests, the cotton bollworm, is widespread in Africa, Asia and Europe and causes damage to over 100 crops, including corn, cotton, tomato and soybean.
The damage and controlling the pest costs billions of dollars a year.
It is extremely mobile and has developed resistance to all pesticides used against it.
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-04/ca-hsi040518.php
Reply
james said:
April 8, 2018 at 4:50 am
It is already here, from Mexico. Maybe we should build a wall. But don’t worry, I am sure Monsanto is working on some more life extinguishing pesticides.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJLqQrQl594
Reply

32.

Lidia17 said:
April 7, 2018 at 11:39 pm
Blockages in the excretory system:
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-04-05/train-hauling-10-million-pounds-new-york-excrement-stranded-alabama
Reply
james said:
April 8, 2018 at 5:02 am
Haiti may be a shithole country, but Alabama is the shithole state and these people don’t even know it. Probably headed for Uncle Willy’s pig farm.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUlOrqb01Hw
Reply

33.

dave said:
April 8, 2018 at 9:19 am
been listening to and enjoying this guy’s talks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLcWfecmZhE
Reply
james said:
April 8, 2018 at 10:02 am
Very interesting looking at life’s trajectory over the billions of years. You can also look at it from a more fundamental level considering mass, heat and motion and their interchangeability (energy equivalence of motion). The life form (mass) on its varied path is little different from the
movements of independent molecules in a liquid or gas. Consider a bullet being shot from a gun and the sudden motion of molecules being transferred to the movement of a single large mass (bullet). Lots of heat released and entropy. Same thing with humans, load them with twinkies,
make the muscles contract and off the large mass goes, except not in a straight line like a bullet but on a varied path moderated by a queerly evolved neural organ, interested primarily in exploring the landscape for resources, power and mates (dopamine/opioids). Lots of heat and
entropy produced, which gets picked-up by the larger circulations of fluids of water and air. It’s why all the morons out there are drooling over their crypto, gold, silver, stocks, sports, republican/democrat hierarchy contest and heart throb of the month. They’re locked-in to moron
brains they’ll never escape from until they do themselves in.
Reply
Cynic said:
April 9, 2018 at 10:11 am
They are stuck James, but happy on the whole.
As a hyper-evolved (soon-to-be angelic – when all goes Kaboom!) intelligence, I rather like dropping into moron-brain mode now and then – boy, its FUN!
I did so the other day with an old friend: smart restaurant, wine and cognac, lots of sex, money and politics chatter, and the sun was out so chicas were getting frisky after winter and scanning the street with their mating radar on, as was I.
Enjoyed every minute of it!
One can be too wise…….:)
Reply
james said:
April 9, 2018 at 12:40 pm
It’s pretty much terminal and greater intelligence doesn’t seem to help. Some day soon the methane will go off like Vesuvius or someone will release the Armageddon virus and everyone will wonder how God could do something like that to them. Whatever.
But the buttheads shouldn’t have the excuse that “there was no way we could have known.” They didn’t want to know, they wanted profits and a delusional existence.
Reply

34.

Rob Mielcarski said:
April 8, 2018 at 11:59 am
Nick Lane is my favorite science writer. I ‘ve read his books multiple times.
https://un-denial.com/2016/03/29/book-review-the-vital-question-energy-evolution-and-the-origins-of-complex-life-by-nick-lane/
If I knew I was going to die in a few weeks and had time to read only one more book I would re-read this one:
https://www.amazon.com/Life-Ascending-Great-Inventions-Evolution/dp/0393338665
Reply
james said:
April 8, 2018 at 12:12 pm
Thanks Rob, I’m going to get that one.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 8, 2018 at 1:43 pm
Some more excellent talks.
https://un-denial.com/2016/04/01/on-the-origin-of-life/
Reply

35.

Apneaman said:
April 8, 2018 at 11:28 pm
Opinion: Steven Pinker’s optimism on climate change is misplaced
As young scientists, we are eager to consider any new cause for hope, but find Pinker’s chapter on the environment disappointingly superficial.
http://montrealgazette.com/opinion/opinion-steven-pinkers-optimism-on-climate-change-is-misplaced
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 9, 2018 at 1:38 am
“Many thinkers are offering deeper hope than does Pinker. For example, Kate Raworth’s book, Doughnut Economics, presents a model for continued improvement in global prosperity that embraces the integrity of the environment as an essential goal. ”
Doughnut Economics is as bad as Pinker.
Anyone that offers an opinion that is not grounded in thermodynamics does not know what the fuck they are talking about.
Reply
james said:
April 9, 2018 at 12:02 pm
Yes. I always refer to Garrett. And why does everyone talk about equality. It’s all about being superior with more market share and greater profits and more growth.
Next comes the last great metastasis with a New Silk Road from China. The U.S. tried this with the NAFTA Superhighway but it never came to fruition.
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/01/08/a-new-silk-road
Reply
james said:
April 9, 2018 at 4:47 am
Essentially they’re taking the entire natural world and saying “That doesn’t count.” The malignant ape is highly in favor of converting more of the natural world into human utility and then boasting about how much progress has been made.
It’s obvious that “reason” didn’t work in stopping the growth. Even the likes of Pinker and Gates are captured by greed. About the only thing that could work at this point are some very potent bioweapons although economic collapse may have the same effect. In any case, it has
always been impossible to get the cancer RNA to take up arms against itself. Instead, it will eat itself out of house and home and then perish as the pied pipers of technology continue to play their song.
Reply

36.

dolph said:
April 9, 2018 at 2:32 am
Another thing that is of interest to me, what cements my cynicism regarding the world.
Just think about it. The IT revolution really started to go exponential around the turn of the century and has continued right up until the present day.
Did it change anything? Despite voluminous amounts of information accessible to people at the click of the mouse, has anything changed in the world?
No. Our financial system the same, our political system the same, our industries the same. Unchecked growth the same. The rich and avaricious plundering everything. Celebrity worship. Obesity. Drug addiction. Porn. Gun violence. America acting as though it controls the entire world.
People more divided than ever. Narcisissm exponential.
I’ve tried having useful, constructive discussions with people in forums, because God knows it’s not happening out there in the real world. The result? Nothing. Big fat zero. No organization, no meaningful discussion, no interest, no care. Just power trips and people policing each other.
Think about it. NOT EVEN sitting down at a computer terminal has been able to change the behavior of the naked ape, of Homo Americanus. If anything, things have just gotten worse and worse.
It’s difficult to argue with the above, isn’t it. Again, I submit to you the following fact: we are now decades into the information revolution, and nothing substantial has changed in America. I’m guessing the world as well, though that’s a very large topic indeed.
The inevitable conclusion? The internet and the computer revolutions are merely extensions of the long established American technocracy. They will not, and cannot, meaningfully change anything in America.
Reply
Cynic said:
April 9, 2018 at 10:19 am
The Persians had a proverb for that:
‘A donkey laden with books is still…..a donkey laden with books’.
Perhaps there has been a change though: it’s all so much crazier and random.
And I can now order silk cushions in Ottoman patterns direct from Istanbul.
Things Are Getting Better, Comrades!
Reply
james said:
April 9, 2018 at 12:13 pm
All of Monkey americanus want to be rich and own many cells that produce profit that could have gone to all of the RNA stooges making $8.00 an hour working in the cells. Damn everything else. It’s just a matter of time and we’ll all be rich (dead).
Reply

37.

james said:
April 9, 2018 at 12:54 pm
Animal Assad? John “Custer” Bolton will take care of the animals, no problem.
This guy was right except it was the Isrealis that did the bombing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5Ac4XnXgNA
Custer
Reply
Apneaman said:
April 9, 2018 at 1:18 pm
I never sweat these details before the storm. Remember the endless chatter and global protest against the 2003 Iraq invasion?
Did that stop them from going?
Seriously, knowing all you know of human behaviour, group & individual, history, thermodynamics, biology, history of dying empires, power, etc etc, what are the chances there will be no major wars as the great decline continues?
I have read many people propagating this “limited nuclear war” meme that comes straight out of neo con think tank central, in the last few years and it;s appearing more often. The plebs are being primed for war and most don’t know it. Many like it me thinks and history back me on
this – ‘Home by Christmas’
The US government and other governments and think tanks and corporations like The Rand Corp and army colleges and universities in many countries have run untold numbers of nuclear war game simulations over the last 70 years and they all end the same – MAD
MAD don’t matter to a planet of Apes gone MAD.
Reply
james said:
April 9, 2018 at 2:25 pm
There is a massive amount of potential energy stored in those munitions. I think we have to use them to blow up the other guys cells so our cells will have more to eat. This “survival of the fittest” non-sense will continue until the last human with radiation sickness acquires a
lingering bioweapon infection and expires.
Now I don’t know if I should cancer the cable TV, with so much drama of the apes coming our way.
Reply

38.

Rob Mielcarski said:
April 9, 2018 at 6:48 pm
US annual deficit approaching $1,000,000,000,000.
I think I have an above average understanding of debt, and I’ve read thousands of articles, yet to this day I still don’t really understand why the world has gotten away with so much QE without harmful inflation or hyperinflation. I understand that a lot of QE has gone into asset inflation, but
nevertheless, every government and most citizens are spending far beyond their means.
Does anyone here really understand why the wheels have stayed on as long as they have?
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 9, 2018 at 7:45 pm
Well, to some extent the fiat currency regime is insulated from the energy regime by dint of being fake. Infinite claims on the future are clearly impossible, but the entire system is predicated on those claims.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 9, 2018 at 7:49 pm
Within the fiat regime I don’t think there can be really significant market inflation without wage inflation. Still, I’ve noticed quite a bit of inflation in tangible goods, less so in services.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 9, 2018 at 11:01 pm
When debt grows faster than the economy (as it is now by 3x) it means money is being created faster than the goods and services represented by that money. If all the extra money did not circulate and was tied up in asset inflation then there would be no inflation. But that’s not
reality. Both governments and citizens are spending some of the excess money, and yet we don’t see high inflation.
Why?
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 10, 2018 at 1:15 am
Didn’t this also happen in 2007-8, where all the bailouts just went right to the banks to soak up all their paper losses?
Then I think, too, about the Wealth Gap, which isn’t so much a Wealth Gap as a Money Gap.
https://www.oxfam.org/en/research/reward-work-not-wealth
“Last year saw the biggest increase in billionaires in history, one more every two days. This huge increase could have ended global extreme poverty seven times over. 82% of all wealth created in the last year went to the top 1%, and nothing went to the bottom 50%.”
All these pseudo-wealth digits are there, but they just aren’t doing anything, because while the game is run by digits, the real world is run by energy.
If they really did distribute all the billionaires’ money, then I think there would be inflation…
Maybe you have a different take on it?
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 10, 2018 at 2:51 am
You are right that a lot of the new money has gone to inflate assets of the rich which they don’t spend. So that must be part of the answer. But at the same time all governments are spending a lot more money than they take in and most of that money ends up as
citizen consumption. Something still does not add up.
Anyone else have a theory?
Reply
james said:
April 9, 2018 at 9:26 pm
Maybe the Defense Dept. is investing in those five-hundred dollar toilet seats again, part of the black budget. Perhaps they’ve upgraded to 18kt gold.
http://demonocracy.info/infographics/world/gold/gold.html
I’ll offer a guess that one-trillion dollars will buy about 300,000 solid gold toilet seats or about one-eigth of all the gold ever mined. That’s it, it’s all been put into solid gold toilet seats. Careful when you put the seat down.
Reply

39.

dolph said:
April 10, 2018 at 4:25 am
There is inflation. You just don’t see it because the numbers are too big, beyond comprehension.
If a house 5 years ago was 500,000, and now a million, that’s inflation.
If rent used to be 500 a month and it’s now a 1000, that’s inflation.
If college tuition used to be 25,000 and it’s now 50,000, that’s inflation.
If healthcare premiums used to be 25 and are now 100, 200 a month, that’s inflation.
If gold used to be 35 an ounce and now its 1300, that’s inflation.
Etc. etc., name any example. You can’t just look at mass produced commodities which are imported in big amounts. Of course the supply of such things is going to dampen the price rise.
You’ve gotten used to it. You’ve been well conditioned by the American empire. As I’ve pointed out repeatedly, Americans don’t notice anything because they are Gods, and Gods obviously don’t have any problems at all. We are the new Romans, the new Brits. Invincible, imperial, having
perfected the system for everyone for all time to come. How dare anyone suggest we are headed for the scrapheap of history.
In fact, inflation enriches many. Financiers, bankers, executives, bureaucrats, etc.
But what do I know, right? I’m just a loser browsing the internet and finding this blog to post at. As i’ve said above.
Reply

40.

dave said:
April 10, 2018 at 7:58 am
we (global industry) might be at some sort of inflection point. we’re seeing large amounts of pump priming (money creation), which creates (extreme inflationary) bubbles in some sectors (education, health care, housing, equities, etc.), being offset by deflationary factors (stagnant wages, an
overburdened waste disposal system, lack of gains in net per capita exergy, etc.)
Reply
james said:
April 10, 2018 at 1:53 pm
I think we’ve reached the defecation point and the toilet’s about to be flushed. I like reading some of these anecdotal stories from reddit collapse. A lot of what people are paying for in their medical insurance premiums is debt.
https://www.reddit.com/r/collapse/comments/8b3u6j/majority_of_americans_are_one_medical_emergency/
Reply

41.

Apneaman said:
April 10, 2018 at 1:03 pm
The Paradox of the Elephant Brain
“With three times as many neurons, why doesn’t the elephant brain outperform ours?As Mark Twain pointed out in 1903, to presume that evolution has been a long path leading to humans as its crowning achievement is just as preposterous as presuming that the whole purpose of building
the Eiffel Tower was to put that final coat of paint on its tip. Moreover, evolution is not synonymous with progress, but simply change over time. And humans aren’t even the youngest, most recently evolved species. For example, more than 500 new species of cichlid fish in Lake Victoria,
the youngest of the great African lakes, have appeared since it filled with water some 14,500 years”
ago.http://mitp.nautil.us/feature/227/the-paradox-of-the-elephant-brain
Reply
james said:
April 10, 2018 at 2:01 pm
Cancers are vastly superior to all the other cells, just look at their growth rates and their ability to eat glucose at ten times the rate of other cells. Elephants are a pretty successful system. Human cells used to run a successful system until they rearranged themselves to create a body with
RNA capabilities that then evolved into new cellular life at the technological scale that could make things like Elephant guns. None of it was their own doing, just blame thermodynamics or God. They can’t even think about it. Too busy chasing rewards and carving ivory.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 10, 2018 at 3:06 pm
Bingo.
Other useful adaptations, like the eye, have evolved multiple independent times.
Yet the most useful adaptation for an intelligent social species, and the adaptation that permitted one species to dominate all other species, including its close cousins, evolved only once.
And that unique species is the only species that creates nonsense life after death stories, despite being smart enough to visit the moon.
Why?
Reply
james said:
April 10, 2018 at 3:44 pm
None of the other species even got close to a technological transformation. For them, there never was a need for a life enhancing afterlife story.
None of the other species got beyond first base. Only Homo sapiens made it to home where they forthrightly proclaimed, “Oh my God, I’m going to die.”, at which point the priest stood up and said “there is a God and there is a heaven and if you give me some money, I’ll put in
a good word for you.”
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 10, 2018 at 6:09 pm
Yes but the laws of biological evolution apply to all species. Why only one species with high intelligence and religions?
Reply
james said:
April 10, 2018 at 7:09 pm
All species are made of cells and an almost infinite variety of forms is possible. So why the human lineage for technology? Probably more important than brain development was the evolution of bonding organs or hands. These would have evolved in an arboreal
environment but would not have been used for locomotion except in grasping branches, moving from tree to tree. This type of hand, coupled with bipedal locomotion, would provide the necessary bonding organ.
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/368/1630/20120414
Using tools requires mental rehearsal and probably accounts for a fairly rapid enlargement of the frontal cortex. Rehearsal requires an analog world in which to rehearse. Just like a person can imagine swinging a hammer and hitting a nail before doing so, they can
also imagine dying before doing so. Seeing death was not a great enough impediment to further development when tool use was so energetically beneficial. As you say, denial could have emerged in the tool-using hominid to throw a curtain over the bad stuff while
still retaining the full benefits of tool use and a well developed analog world. Language to describe and share the contents of the analog world enhanced the rapid dissemination of ideas.
But what has this “highly intelligent” species become but a functional idiot captive in its own technological cells, unable to face a reality that will soon end its short and “delusional” existence.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 10, 2018 at 11:07 pm
Many hominids had hands that worked stone tools. Only one tribe of one hominid became really smart and religious.
Why?
Reply
james said:
April 11, 2018 at 4:28 am
Maybe only the most homicidal and tribal ape won the contest and then felt a little guilty about murdering all of the other sub-species and it created a heaven for them.
Reply
Cynic said:
April 12, 2018 at 3:29 pm
Theoretically, the ones that ate the brains and organs of their enemies, etc, believed that they and their qualities loved on inside them….
Reply
james said:
April 12, 2018 at 4:01 pm
That would be an excellent way to treat battlefield trauma and provide an added value to the flame thrower.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 11, 2018 at 12:26 am
“why the human lineage for technology?”
Have we not talked about MPP/MEPP here?
Religion, patriarchy, civilization, alphabetism, and so forth, are all technologies which break down energy gradients faster than would otherwise happen. The gradient itself compels it.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 11, 2018 at 12:17 am
Other species have been on the way to where we are.. otherwise why the elephant graveyards?
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20120919-respect-the-dead
Why respect “the dead” if you perceive them to be now-lifeless organic components?
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 11, 2018 at 11:48 am
Yes, several species seem to understand and mourn the death of others. But only one understands it’s own mortality.
Eyes, flight, warm blood, consciousness, multicellular life, etc. etc. all evolved independently multiple times because they are useful.
High intelligence and religion only once.
Why?
Reply
Cynic said:
April 12, 2018 at 3:27 pm
Why? Because:
‘I was a hidden secret, wishing to be known.’
Well, that’s the Koranic answer….
Reply
Slow Paul said:
April 26, 2018 at 3:51 pm
Maybe because of the time scales involved? We haven’t had this “high intelligence” capability for very long. Then add in that we have isolated us from the natural environment that drives the evolution process. There’s no natural selection anymore. We save all the
sick people and newborns instead of letting them die.
We have put evolution on hold.
Reply

42.

dave said:
April 10, 2018 at 6:33 pm
the lilacs in my dooryard (yes. i have a dooryard.) are in bloom.
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45480/when-lilacs-last-in-the-dooryard-bloomd
Reply
james said:
April 10, 2018 at 8:32 pm
Lilacs in Spring, tent caterpillars, crab apple trees in bloom, lots of bees buzzing around, birds gathering nesting material. We had a big farm yard with all of that in it and I spent many, many hours working in and enjoying that yard. It’s been gone for thirty years, most of the crab
apples have died of old age and the stately white pines at the entrance succumbed mostly to ice storms. We had giant lilac bushes near the driveway that spread by runners and were extra fragrant. I sometimes think about buying the place again and recreating what was there, but I’m
afraid time moves on and cannot be reconstructed since the people that made that place “alive” have passed-on.
I like Whitman’s poem written in 1865 after Lincoln’s assassination. This is the home where he was born on Long Island. Notice the lilac bush.
Whitman house
Sometimes I’ll look at old daguerreotypes, the last vestiges of a life once lived, and wonder about their lives, whether it was somewhat like mine, more or less.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 11, 2018 at 12:19 am
Probably less.
No offense.
Reply
james said:
April 11, 2018 at 4:31 am
Ha, ha. If I weren’t burned as a witch, I would have to live a solitary life. Sort of like the way I live now.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 11, 2018 at 12:41 am
Masterful poem, but also rather “purple” (sorry) propaganda, considering.
Reply

43.

Apneaman said:
April 12, 2018 at 10:59 pm
Two regular fellas discussing that which our so called leaders won’t. I do not share their hope, but other than that they have done a nice job covering the topics.
‘Ashes Ashes is a podcast about the end of the world. These are tales of systems out of control, environmental collapse, and ultimately a broken world. Through deep research, knowledgable guests, and historical anecdotes, Ashes Ashes brings light to failures that are often ignored or hidden
just out of sight.’
https://ashesashes.org/
Reply
dolph said:
April 13, 2018 at 3:06 am
Interesting and I might listen to a few episodes, but at this point much of this has already been said.
I prefer my pizza and cheetos and drugs and porn, and movies and sports ball. I am joining the herd, do not look to me to be some sort of magic man or healer to save America and the world.
I’m out.
Reply
Cynic said:
April 13, 2018 at 7:56 am
No Dolph, you cannot save the world.
But you could and should save yourself.
If you don’t have the stamina to do that, then kill yourself -but what a waste that would be as you are intelligent at least.
Wake up man!
Reply
james said:
April 14, 2018 at 7:15 am
Forget about saving the world, monsters evolve through evolution constrained by thermodynamics. Civilization is a cancerous monster populated by human RNA. Look around at all the technological cells and roads for eliminating the fossil fuel gradient. What will the lion eat
after the Cape Buffalo are gone?
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/575626/cannibal-lions-slaughter-female-safari-Botswana-video
The guides say “She’s from a different pride.”
http://mediamilwaukee.com/news/rwandan-genocide-survivor-tells-his-story
The Hutus and Tutsis were of different tribes too.
http://mediamilwaukee.com/news/rwandan-genocide-survivor-tells-his-story
Maybe when the fuel runs low, the Chinese, Russians and Americans will be of different tribes.
Dorancel “people-eater” Vargas will show you how it’s done. After all, if there are 350 people in a prison designed for 120 and there is a shortage of food, we have an overshoot problem.
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2016/10/14/man-claims-son-was-eaten-by-fellow-inmates-during-riot-in-venezuelan-prison.html
By all means, try to stay in your own tribe of Cheetoh and don’t be too saucy.
Reply

44.

james said:
April 13, 2018 at 5:26 am
Qualitatively I see very little difference between the conversion of electromagnetic radiation directly into the heat of atomic/molecular motion and its temporary storage in molecular bonds to be released later through dissipative structures. Storage in biomass is not long-term as the
molecules are readily digested or oxidized. An entire ecosystem of increasingly massive forms has evolved to constantly attempt to release each others stored energy, or in more common parlance, to eat each other and thereby release the energy as heat and motion. For those higher up on the
food chains, sensory organs and neural tissue has evolved to fine tune these efforts at obtaining “nutrition”.
The fossil fuels are another story, a story of incomplete digestion due perhaps to the sequestering of potentially nutritious materials in environments hostile to life.
Having already made great strides in becoming technologically systematic in the use of tools and in feeding upon cellulose (wood) through burning it in the open environment, it was an unfortunate twist of fate that man would discover outcroppings of the long-buried fossil fuels and
discover that these too could be burned just as effectively as wood from the ecosystem. A much less complex civilization based upon the burning of wood and animal/plant domestication, itself unsustainable and usually growing to collapse, gave way to the current much more complex
technological system of gradient degradation that seems to be progressing in a natural way towards its own collapse. It is somewhat amazing that the humans (intelligent?) do this unwittingly and without any avoidance of the approaching calamity. It can only be surmised that humans cannot
control the appetites that nature has instilled.
Sustainability and the seemingly long-lasting nature of technological structures is judged by individual humans whose lifespans are relatively short in comparison. However, without a doubt, the technological structures are just as subject to death and decay as any biological system
composed of cells. It may seem that the technological system may last forever, but measured against the long history of evolving life, it will be here and gone in an instant, doing great damage to the ecosystem as an evolving malignancy damages or kills the body in which it grows.
There must be some refuge for sentient humans beyond pervasive delusion and beyond the predatory behaviors evolved within the technological system. Perhaps “peace” in the corporeal world is a complete illusion as a predators always seem to be stalking, both biological or technological.
Any finer existence seems to be destroyed by direct brute force or clever deceptions emanating from thermodynamic greed.
eating
Two lions turn stored sunlight into motion and heat. Just as well we could name the lions Wells Fargo and Bank of America as they feed upon the carcass of the American middle-class.
Reply

45.

dolph said:
April 15, 2018 at 3:14 am
The great secret of banks is that they create money out of thin air whenever they write loans. They do not write loans on deposits. Loans create deposits, not the other way around.
So all money, everywhere in the world, is debt.
Debt can either be paid back by economic activity – the endless extraction of all resources until nothing is left, or inflation, which erodes the value of debt in time.
Which condemns the entire system to either outcome. And Christians think Muslims are the problem, and vice versa! And whites think blacks are the problem, and vice versa!
Who names the banks? Nobody. Because, obviously, banks are doing the good, noble work of putting our money to use.
Banks are the true owners, the true power system of this world. With industrial corporations in close second and national governments in distant third.
Reply
david higham said:
April 15, 2018 at 4:10 am
Yes. Fractional Reserve Banking. Another of the fundamental systemic flaws of this civilisation. I am pretty
sure that it was J.K.Galbraith who said that if people understood how money was created,they would revolt.
Reply
david higham said:
April 15, 2018 at 4:30 am
In this article,P.Ehrlich calls it ‘an expanding global debt
Ponzi scheme’.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41247-016-0003-y
Reply
james said:
April 15, 2018 at 7:48 am
“We find it difficult today to be optimistic about the nutritional future of humanity, especially since effective action to prevent serious climate change was delayed for decades after the likely consequences were well understood (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) 1996).”
Come on, if you’re human you have to believe they’re going to turn this thing around and that some day you’ll be rich and your children will have good jobs in a rich environment and………………..
Reply
james said:
April 15, 2018 at 6:16 am
For the most part bankers could care less about the environment and actually detest environmentalists, a threat to their growth and profit ambitions. At this point (diminishing per capita energy), if they promote new growth the new metabolic necessities may deprive some already
existing technological cell of the energy it needs to survive (keep the lights on). The old cell goes bankrupt because it can’t afford the metabolic inputs and the debt/money outstanding shrinks by as much as was created with the new cells.
Reply

46.

Rob Mielcarski said:
April 15, 2018 at 10:35 am
Debt is what makes the end of growth such a big deal.
https://un-denial.com/2016/01/30/why-we-want-growth-why-we-cant-have-it-and-what-this-means/
Reply
james said:
April 15, 2018 at 3:45 pm
Everyone’s going to be holding IOUs issued by an empty Bank of Fossil Fuels.
Reply
david higham said:
April 15, 2018 at 7:27 pm
I read that,and well done. I read most of the comments
as well,and the commenter Chris made the statement
‘For me personally,other species are not of much concern,
as I don’t see any intrinsic value in them.’
It reminded me of a conversation I had a couple of decades ago,when i was relating the rates of species
extinction,and the person replied ‘Yes,but are they
species we need?’
Just one of the many reasons I keep my contact with other people down to the minimum possible these days.
Reply
david higham said:
April 15, 2018 at 7:54 pm
We don’t need any of these,so who cares?
https://www.1843magazine.com/culture/look-closer/mans-best-friends
Reply
james said:
April 15, 2018 at 8:00 pm
I enjoyed reading it too and the comments. For the cancer, everything outside is evaluated as a potential feedstock for the profit churning giant maligno. People will perish without ever knowing their special role in the history of life. I agree with keeping contact at a minimum.
Most people aren’t very circumspect but have been trained to read a manual and run their respective machines within their respective technological cells.
Reply

47.

Apneaman said:
April 15, 2018 at 3:04 pm
For the Good of the Species
http://peterturchin.com/cliodynamica/for-the-good-of-the-species/
Reply
james said:
April 15, 2018 at 4:13 pm
I was thinking along these lines today regarding the building of thermodynamically wasteful things simply in order to enhance mating selection. Something that is thermodynamically unsupportable does not contribute to obtaining more energy/resources. For instance, a movie star will
build a mansion just to drive home the point that a competitor cannot build an equal one. It’s not that the females love mansions in particular, it just that the other guys can’t do it. The owner might not even live in it. There’s a lot of this waste going on even between kings and assorted
potentates. In the end all of the fossil fuels are gone and so are the driven Ozymandian Limbic Larrys.
Reply

48.

Rob Mielcarski said:
April 16, 2018 at 1:57 am
Given all the depressing stuff in the world today the topic that I get consistent joy from studying is the origin of life and the fundamentals of how life works.
I’m reading for the 3rd time Nick Lane’s most recent book. It’s amazing. If you have any interest in how and why we exist you must read it.
I can help you to find the ebook or audiobook if you need help.
https://un-denial.com/2016/03/29/book-review-the-vital-question-energy-evolution-and-the-origins-of-complex-life-by-nick-lane/
Reply
james said:
April 16, 2018 at 5:36 am
I’ll try to get one on Ebay. I recently found both volumes of Christian de Duve’s “A Guided Tour of the Living Cell”, at a local thrift shop but haven’t started reading it yet.
But I’m more of the opinion these days that “knowing” doesn’t count for much. It has little impact upon the evolution of the technological metabolism or the likely end result. Society is about the creative rearranging of information in search of profit through various cell types,
products and services. This will play-out to exhaustion as the realm of possibility eventually comes-up short.
I am increasingly putting my personal focus on surviving and not ending-up in a hospital where the money leaches will be copiously applied to drain my life of all vitality. This is hard to do in the RNA employment meat grinder. My state, Kentucky, is one of the top five states with
declining life expectancy of working age adults.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 16, 2018 at 1:59 pm
Knowing counts for nothing other than providing pleasure from understanding what’s going on in the billions of cells that enable you to understand and feel pleasure. It’s remarkable that we’ve figured out as much as we have. We have gained a LOT of knowledge since de
Duve’s 1984 book. Nick Lane’s book is up to date with the latest science.
Reply

49.

james said:
April 16, 2018 at 5:11 am
A couple of interesting articles found at reddit collapse.
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/the-point-of-no-return-climate-change-nightmares-are-already-here-20150805
http://www.pnas.org/content/107/21/9552
This heat engine really should be wound down but the likes of your local savings institution and Elon Musk say “No”. Therefore we will eliminate any chances for long-term survival.
Reply
gwb said:
April 16, 2018 at 11:36 am
From the PNAS study’s Discussion section — the understatement of the day…
“In principle humans can devise protections against the unprecedented heat such as much wider adoption of air conditioning, so one cannot be certain that TW(Max) = 35°C would be uninhabitable. But the power requirements of air conditioning would soar; it would surely remain
unaffordable for billions in the third world and for protection of most livestock; it would not help the biosphere or protect outside workers; it would regularly imprison people in their homes; and power failures would become life-threatening. Thus it seems improbable that such
protections would be satisfying, affordable, and effective for most of humanity.”
“A warming of 11–12 °C would expand these zones to encompass most of today’s human population. This likely overestimates what could practically be tolerated: Our limit applies to a person out of the sun, in gale-force winds, doused with water, wearing no clothing, and not
working.”
Reply
Apneaman said:
April 16, 2018 at 3:18 pm
What about wheat, corn and rice? They hot A/C for them?
Reply
james said:
April 16, 2018 at 5:00 pm
Someone should make a video about that, “Your Future Life”, with a naked person standing in the shade in gale-force winds being doused with water.
If only we could shrink to the size of voles and go underground. But the voles body temperature is about 98.6F and its heat loss is proportionally greater due to greater surface area to mass and it has to eat continuously to survive. Perhaps all the animals can join the humans,
naked in the shade in gale-force winds being doused with water.
Reply

50.

Apneaman said:
April 16, 2018 at 5:01 pm
Dangerous climate tipping point is ‘about a century ahead of schedule’ warns scientist
A slowing Gulf Stream system means catastrophic East Coast flooding will get much worse.
https://thinkprogress.org/climate-tipping-point-century-ahead-of-schedule-warns-scientist-06d633f968fc/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QE2joQsWXJg
Reply
james said:
April 18, 2018 at 6:21 pm
It seems like things are happening faster than anticipated, like centuries faster. Will England and Europe freeze? Will Greenland melt just as fast as before?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dC1iVCqmx0
Reply

51.

James said:
April 17, 2018 at 9:07 am
It seems that people can spend their time in one of two places and for the sake of simplicity I’ll create two rooms – the reality room and the everyday room. The reality room is a library of infinite richness and starkness with books and video and models describing every aspect of reality.
There are no lies told in the reality room. Children often take a guided tour of the reality room as they go through school, but it is always in bits and pieces, a spotlight shone on specific facts to be regurgitated later. After a brief sampling of the reality room, perhaps more in depth in some
small pigeonhole, to obtain their RNA operating education, most people will leave without a fuller picture of reality and enter the everyday room. Some of those that have sampled small areas in the reality room very intensely may claim great knowledge once they enter the everyday room,
but they are poseurs.
The everyday room is where people go to do their jobs, often without ever again entering the reality room. They may acquire some additional knowledge through interaction with the environment but overall have a distaste for the reality room and its potentially disturbing presentations. The
everyday room is festooned with pleasant distractions from reality and delusions and dopamine simply does not lead many back into the reality room or keep them there for very long, and when it does it may be to obtain some additional narrow knowledge for their jobs which will pay
handsome benefits.
There are others that spend most of their lives in the reality room and form a more circumspect understanding of reality. We find out disturbing things and we cross the hall to the everyday room to convey our fears and concerns, but the music is playing loudly and the herd of people dismiss
the reality as is their preference. We rush back to the reality room to double check our discoveries and return to the everyday room again and again only to find a general resentment for spoiling the rather optimistic aura. In the old days only the elite could gain entrance to the growing reality
room, but today via the internet, the reality room is open for all and yet, for the most part, it is sadly neglected.
Even at the library it seems that most people are playing on the internet or checking out movies. From my time in the reality room I’ve learned that this is unlikely to change.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 17, 2018 at 10:11 pm
Nice.
And there’s one crazy old fucker in the reality room that spends most of his time wondering why everyone else, including really smart aware people, spend most of their time in the everyday room.
He thinks it’s due to a strong inherited behavior to deny unpleasant realities, and this behavior both enabled the success of, and threatens the survival of humans, but no one else agrees with him, nor provides a better explanation, as we race towards an obvious cliff.
https://un-denial.com/denial-2/theory-short/
Reply
james said:
April 18, 2018 at 4:14 pm
I was in the reality room and I saw a recipe book named “Human” and within it I saw the list of ingredients. There was 1/2 cup of denial to be thrown into the human mix. I shuddered to think of the perils, shut the book and left. I returned to the everyday room and found the
human RNA busily performing their metabolic tasks, their minds focused upon concerns of the moment and planning their next rewards. Those unable to block the most negative thoughts used drugs to obliterate the pain.
A crazy old fucker said, “Come here, into the reality room, and I’ll show you what awaits those who ignore reality.”, but no one would listen and no one would enter the room. Things grew worse and worse, but still they wouldn’t enter the room. At some level they had decided
they would rather risk death than sacrifice the happiness that oblivion provided.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 18, 2018 at 7:14 pm
Haha. Too true.
Denial evolved for a damn good reason. Denial permits us to be happy and compete to survive, despite being intelligent enough to understand all the reasons we should be depressed and give up.
P.S. Do you explain anywhere why you focus on RNA rather than DNA?
Reply
gwb said:
April 18, 2018 at 11:16 pm
This blog is an acquired taste, like cigars or cognac… You have to start at the beginning, and make your way through the expounding on the cellular analogy.
Reply

52.

james said:
April 18, 2018 at 6:11 pm
I am surprised at how often the Strauss-Howe generational theory is invoked. Perhaps this is just another form of denial to think that we are simply in the “crisis” stage of a repeating cycle. I think we’re entering something much more grave, something that can obliterate their generational
cycles completely. People like to believe there is a calm after the storm but I can’t see any floor to a collapse of civilization, especially since the ecosystem floor that sustains humans will also be in free fall.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 18, 2018 at 7:16 pm
Agreed. Plus our extreme use of debt to keep the lights on means that when things blow it’s going to be a doozy.
Reply

53.

Apneaman said:
April 19, 2018 at 4:26 am
Strauss-Howe generational theory? Woo woo barely disguised as scholarship IMO. C’mon it claims ‘prophecy’ right in the subtitle. Reeks of American exceptionalism – give them what they want to hear. Also, plenty of goalpost moving and special pleading on so called cycles.
Turchin et al are more scientific, but I am not convinced yet.
A fair number of empires, but not all, appear to go through very similar stages lasting around 220-250 years.
“An interesting deduction from the figures
seems to be that the duration of empires
does not depend on the speed of travel or the
nature of weapons. The Assyrians marched
on foot and fought with spears and bow and
arrows. The British used artillery, railways
and ocean-going ships. Yet the two empires
lasted for approximately the same periods.
There is a tendency nowadays to say that
this is the jet-age, and consequently there is
nothing for us to learn from past empires.
Such an attitude seems to be erroneous.”
http://people.uncw.edu/kozloffm/glubb.pdf
History doesn’t repeat, but human nature do or as Jay Hanson puts it….
‘The rush to social collapse cannot be stopped no matter what is written or said. Humans have never been able to intentionally-avoid collapse because fundamental system-wide change is only possible after the collapse begins.
What about survivors? Within a couple of generations, all lessons learned from the collapse will be lost, and people will revert to genetic baselines.’
http://www.dieoff.org/
Even if generational cycles of nations could be proven it don’t matter. Not possible to come around again. Even if humans survive the nation state is done.
Reply
gwb said:
April 19, 2018 at 9:28 pm
The late, great left-wing redneck writer Joe Bageant said it well:
“the world’s aristocrats do what they have always done: surf the crest of power and wealth with their dicks pointed into the sunset of their civilization and their heads up their asses.”
Reply
james said:
April 20, 2018 at 6:53 am
It’s mostly a matter of net energy (and waste sinks and associated toxicity.) Thermodynamics has even led us into a tribalism so that we can obtain nourishment by preying on each other. Tribalism is just a another word for a bunch of cells sticking together in a band so they can eat
something else. Humans have no idea how thermodynamics is shaping and playing them. Complexity and size increase to prey on smaller, less complex organisms and the net energy obtained can contribute to even greater size and complexity and effectiveness. This stick together
tribalism can exist at the family level, sports team, clan, clique, church, corporation and nation. It says I want to be a member of some group which has a goal that can’t be accomplished by individuals. Usually that means eating or beating or fleecing some other less complex and
sophisticated entities.
Size and complexity enhances growth through domination of smaller entities until the growing size and complexity can no longer be fed from a diminishing pool of victims. How many cultures have already gone extinct by the efforts of Western industrial, banking and religious
evangelicals? When all of the smaller cultures and lands have been dominated, converted to the culture of growth and consumption and the tumor has grown to its maximum extent, then the collapse and rot will set-in, even as it wishfully looks into space to obtain new resources to
extend the life of the magnum tumor.
Reply
gwb said:
April 20, 2018 at 5:26 pm
Climate Fears Reshape Miami’s Housing Market
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/realestate/climate-fears-reshape-miamis-housing-market/ar-AAw6Ewk?li=BBnbfcN&ocid=mailsignout
From the article:
“The city can’t afford to stop developing near the water because expanding the property-tax base helps the government pay for resilience measures…”
The cancer can’t stop …
Reply
james said:
April 20, 2018 at 8:07 pm
So they’re going to build near the water so they can obtain the tax revenues for projects to save the buildings they built near the water.
This is a perfect way for mankind to burn the remaining fossil fuels to hold back the sea that is rising because of burning fossil fuels.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
April 20, 2018 at 8:37 pm
Only surpassed by wars that burn fossil energy to obtain fossil energy.
Jack Alpert calls it the scarcity-conflict death spiral.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00S6kVx1EHI
Reply

54.

Lidia17 said:
April 19, 2018 at 9:22 pm
I’m “lucky” enough to have a few collapse-aware people in my area. One started a discussion group based on a book called “Surviving the Future” by David Fleming, a British author.
One chapter discusses “life cycles” of systems in these terms: Exploitation; Conservation; Release; Re-organization.. then back to Exploitation. It is noted that systems (like living individuals) are made up of subsystems which perform these cycles repeatedly over the life of the parent entity.
I remembered the “Fourth Turning” stuff and wondered whether the “turnings” would at all map to these phases (but I’m not sufficiently motivated to research “turnings”).
And yes, the existence of cycles doesn’t mean that they won’t ever run down or be locally disrupted (perhaps as a result of a larger cycle).
Reply

55.

Rob Mielcarski said:
April 20, 2018 at 1:14 am
This cycle’s a little different. It’s going to take 500 million years to recharge the fossil energy battery before we can do it again.
Reply
James said:
April 20, 2018 at 6:02 am
But what if all the engineers in the world typing on keyboards produce F-U-S-I-O-N and Dr. Fantastic gives us all limbic lobotomies?
fusion
Reply

56.

Apneaman said:
April 20, 2018 at 2:42 pm
Unprecedented wave of large-mammal extinctions linked to prehistoric humans
“Summary:
Homo sapiens, Neanderthals and other recent human relatives may have begun hunting large mammal species down to size — by way of extinction — at least 90,000 years earlier than previously thought, according to a new study. The magnitude and scale of the extinction wave surpassed
any other recorded during the last 66 million years, according to the study.”
“What would happen if the mammals currently listed as vulnerable or endangered were to go extinct within the next 200 years?
In that scenario, Lyons said, the largest remaining mammal would be the domestic cow. The average body mass would plummet to less than six pounds — roughly the size of a Yorkshire terrier.”
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/04/180419141536.htm
At the rate corn-fed man is going the largest remaining mammal would be the domestic human.
Reply
james said:
April 22, 2018 at 7:33 am
All of that domestic livestock would likely perish, not only from poaching but from being genetically unfit for survival. Maybe a few would survive to repopulate. The Wild Boar seems like a good candidate to take top honors once most everything else is extinct. Humans were just
beginning their journey to the technological cells we inhabit today when the extinctions began. Both tools and cohesive tribalism must have been a big part of their success (?) along with some fire to cook the barbecue.
Reply

57.

james said:
April 22, 2018 at 7:22 am
Animals: cellular masses that convert high-grade energy into motion (kinetic energy) and low-grade waste heat. The behaviorally circumscribed motion must lead to energy and reproductive opportunities. In other words, this is why humans pretty much scramble around trying to get more
money and sex to the exclusion of most other possible behaviors and why gold-bug and porn sites are immensely popular on the internet. Music is also very popular and is probably linked to old dopamine circuitry for mating calls and songs. What are most songs about? Girlfriends and
boyfriends and being my girl and being my man and so on. Humans also spend a great deal of time in social churn and gossip, trying to enhance their effectiveness in obtaining mates and more energy.
Instead of chasing antelope and deer with spears, recent evolutionary developments have led humans into technological cells where they function as RNA converting high-grade fossil fuel energy into motion and low-grade waste heat. For this we get a system of laws to maintain the
complexity, an immune system (police) to incarcerate anyone disturbing the “order”, a defense system including ICBMs to aim at other similar technological quasi-species, a distribution system with concrete arteries and veins and internal combustion engines that stand-in for the heart found
in animals. We also get industrial waste removal with the trash truck every week and the pumping away of sewage waste. We get electrical communication and technological cell homeostasis devices (furnaces and thermostats) to maintain the RNA in working comfort.
When the fossil fuels run out, the heart stops, the wastes builds-up, the immune system runs down and death ensues. What does an RNA do when there is no longer employment within the technological cells?
Dr. Morgan has a new post at http://www.surplusenergyeconomics.wordpress.com. Someone there mentioned that money and bonds and so on are a claim on future energy. But I was also thinking that even though humans can save “money”, fossil fuels have not and cannot be saved. So,
how much and what kind of energy will that dollar buy in the future? Since we’re burning all of the fossil fuels just as fast as we can in accordance with the maximum power principle and not discovering much more, it seems that the saved dollar and the saved golden doubloon will have
limited purchasing power in the near future. When we get done trashing the place and the new climate sears to a crisp the last of the monocultures, the “saved” money will still be there to buy everything that wasn’t saved. A new currency will have to be introduced and be named the
“Entropy Dollar”. It buys nothing and it’s worth nothing. Gold will be called the “Idiot’s Relic” for all of the energy and environmental destruction that occurred digging it out of the ground.
Reply

58.

gwb said:
April 22, 2018 at 6:40 pm
The most recent issue of Time magazine arrived in our mailbox yesterday — the annual issue featuring the 100 most influential people — I’m sorry to say that James did not make it on the list. One of these days, you’ll have to “out” yourself and get the recognition you deserve — visionary
doomer blogger… But then, doom doesn’t sell magazines.
Reply
james said:
April 22, 2018 at 8:04 pm
hugh the despenser
Hugh the Despenser getting punished for treason (identifying with another tribe).
I think I’ll pass on that. I’m not exactly in sync with the prevailing tribal narratives.
“Edward Stafford, 3rd Duke of Buckingham was executed on 17 May 1521 for the crime of treason. The wording of his sentence has survived and indicates the precision with which the method of execution was described; he was to be “laid on a hurdle and so drawn to the place of
execution, and there to be hanged, cut down alive, your members to be cut off and cast in the fire, your bowels burnt before you, your head smitten off, and your body quartered and divided at the King’s will, and God have mercy on your soul.” – Wikimedia
People haven’t changed much since 1521.
Reply

59.

james said:
April 23, 2018 at 11:51 am
The Santa Fe Institute doesn’t seem to have fully recognized the nature of our reality. Perhaps their funding will disappear if they reveal too much. I’m not afraid to reveal it in plain language because I have no funding.

🙂

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2018/05/10/the-key-to-everything/
Reply
dolph said:
April 23, 2018 at 9:54 pm
People are flailing around, searching or hoping for answers. Compared to this, the religious texts of pastoralists thousands of years ago seems like genius level wisdom that we haven’t improved on yet.
When I went through an existential crisis in 2007, I searched everywhere I could for an answer. And after the financial crisis of 2008, I searched everywhere I could for an answer. Although I think both quests were worthwhile, I never really found an answer.
What I’ve since discovered, and what makes me a man despite my sorry state: people are not gods. Americans are not gods (in fact, they are amongst the most childish and insecure of the world’s peoples). Your parents are not gods. Your friends and coworkers are not gods. Your
children are just that: your children. Everybody has them, there are billions of them worldwide. Nobody now, nobody in history, and nobody will ever come up with a solution to the human question. Everybody is just trying to live their lives. They don’t care about each other, and in
turn nature doesn’t care about us. But this realization is also liberating, because it frees you from the system as well.
Reply
james said:
April 24, 2018 at 11:00 am
Just a multiplicity of dissipative forms dancing on the thermodynamic stage trying to maximize power and reproduction, the scope of their actions preordained. Organisms trying to grab as much as they can and reproduce as much as they can before their proteins get so crosslinked that a general state of Rigor mortis sets in.
Just by chance evolution “crossed the diamond with the pearl” and turned it on the world, “this world can be very strange.” “Could you live forever? Could you see the day? Could you feel your whole world fall apart and fade away? Get along, get along Kid Charlemagne.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJ9Xk-VoGqo
Reply
60.

Apneaman said:
April 24, 2018 at 4:23 pm
Cells Talk and Help One Another via Tiny Tube Networks
Long-overlooked “tunneling nanotubes” and other bridges between cells act as conduits for sharing RNA, proteins or even whole organelles.
https://www.quantamagazine.org/cells-talk-and-help-one-another-via-tiny-tube-networks-20180423/
Reply
james said:
April 24, 2018 at 4:49 pm
That’s really interesting and great video. You have to wonder what they’re sharing and why. Resistance?
Humans have tiny tube networks too. You had to anticipate that I would draw this comparison, human RNA walking through a tube from cell to cell.
Human transport tube
Reply
Lidia17 said:
April 24, 2018 at 7:15 pm
What a great article! But towards the end, there’s the phrase, “there is an urgent need to understand the cellular signaling pathways….”.
Really? With 250 babies born per minute.. figuring out cell nanotubes is an urgent need?
Reply
james said:
April 25, 2018 at 8:43 am
Perhaps we can then cure cancer in humans while humans continue to be a cancer in the ecosystem.
Reply

61.

mad_bobul said:
April 25, 2018 at 5:59 am
Sorry Dudes…
Another wise man who prooves how wrong you are ;P…
https://www.hodder.co.uk/books/detail.page?isbn=9781473637467
>> It turns out that the world, for all its imperfections, is in a much better state than we might think. <<
I guess he could be Pinker's best friend ;).
Reply
james said:
April 25, 2018 at 8:38 am
They love this stuff at Google and Microsoft. Here is a short clip about his foundation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-kbZiCX7h4
Give them all educations and vaccinations and toilets and before you know it…..Shazaaaam! They’ll be on Google and buying computers and software and smartphones. It truly is a magical world and great for business too.
I thought this comment was good.
“Brainwashing: hiding the decline of western living conditions by including ever larger shitholes where conditions got (past tense !) better at the cost of the future, thereby reaching large denominators and statistically outweighing us, in central europe for instance, by those billions
who can now use a bicycle instead of having to walk. Brilliant ! Of course, I applaud those improving conditions, but even their improvement is not sustainable – which is why all that is a sleeping pill for those not wanting to face those other facts that are really coming our way.”
Reply
Apneaman said:
April 25, 2018 at 1:24 pm
Hope pimping – it’s a family affair.
Pimping hope is the easiest salesman job in history since your customers are already 99% of the way there. Never more so than today methinks.
Connection Between Dopamine and Behavior Related to Pain and Fear
“Scientists at the University of Maryland School of Medicine have for the first time found direct causal links between the neurotransmitter dopamine and avoidance behavior related to pain and fear.”
“The new study establishes for the first time that dopamine is central in causing behavior related to the avoidance of specific threats. ”
http://neurosciencenews.com/dopamine-fear-pain-behavior-8842/
Reply
james said:
April 25, 2018 at 2:26 pm
That’s interesting. I wonder if it works with the avoidance of painful thoughts too. It seems so easy for some people to “change the channel” to something more appealing when topics like doom or cancer arise.
Reply
Apneaman said:
April 25, 2018 at 9:07 pm
That’s what I suspect – “change the channel” or rewrite the script from scratch.
“When faced with an inescapable and unwanted situation, we often rationalize our predicament so as to make it seem less awful and more bearable, but what if that situation is a new law or a new administration
New research from psychologist Kristin Laurin suggests that groups, nations, and cultures sometimes rationalize the new normal in much the same way, altering public opinion on a large scale.
As a coping mechanism, the brain is very good at turning lemons into lemonade.”
https://youarenotsosmart.com/2018/04/11/yanss-125-how-we-rationalize-unwanted-changes-to-the-status-quo-that-we-once-resisted/
Reply
james said:
April 26, 2018 at 7:22 am
I wonder if this is part of the optimism bias moderated by the inferior frontal gyri.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8rmi95pYL0
So much to learn and so little time, except that I’m probably going to live to be one-hundred years old and technology will solve all our problems. It’s just a matter of hanging around until the “singularity” hits.
Reply
Cynic said:
April 27, 2018 at 9:03 am
Should have put a stake right into the heart of Dr Pangloss…….
Reply

62.

james said:
April 25, 2018 at 8:59 am
An article by Chris Hedges on collapse.
https://www.truthdig.com/articles/chaco-canyon-chaco-earth/
Reply

63.

james said:
April 26, 2018 at 8:30 am
Sell into the optimism bias. If you’re a realist, you’re not invited.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYGNWIT4eqA
Reply

64.

Apneaman said:
April 26, 2018 at 11:14 am
Hey little critters – who wants to go for a ride on the Anthropocene express?
Urban Darwinism: How Species Are Evolving to Survive in Cities
In urban areas, the forces of rapid natural selection are leading to striking genetic changes in animals. Dutch biologist Menno Schilthuizen talks to Yale e360 about the transformations seen in creatures ranging from mice in Central Park to anole lizards in Puerto Rico.
“In an interview with Yale Environment 360, Schilthuizen, a researcher at the Naturalis Biodiversity Center in the Netherlands and a professor at Leiden University, describes how, through fast-paced natural selection, creatures in cities and suburbs are genetically evolving to deal with the
omnipresence of humans. Examples abound. Urban populations of some birds, adjusting to traffic noise, are becoming hard-wired to sing at a higher pitch than their country cousins. White-footed mice in Central Park are evolving to better deal with the fatty foods that New Yorkers
serendipitously drop their way. Caribbean lizards are undergoing genetically driven physical changes so they can better maneuver along urban surfaces that are far smoother than the rough bark of trees.”
https://e360.yale.edu/features/urban-darwinism-how-species-are-evolving-to-survive-in-cities
Reply
james said:
April 27, 2018 at 8:47 am
A case of punctuated equilibrium. Ninety-nine percent didn’t make it, being smashed on windshields and steamrolled on asphalt.
Reply

65.

Ed said:
April 26, 2018 at 11:45 am
We can’t help ourselves, We’re doomed.
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/26/were-doomed-mayer-hillman-on-the-climate-reality-no-one-else-will-dare-mention
Reply
james said:
April 27, 2018 at 8:53 am
Why stop smoking when you have Stage IV terminal lung cancer? People’s actions are determined by fear and dopamine. There is no fear, everything seems normal and there is no dopamine in stopping consumption.
Reply

66.

dolph said:
April 26, 2018 at 9:58 pm
I continue to maintain to this day that the fact that America is the dominant empire has deep ramifications for the world.
That this happened is true. We can’t go back in time.
So, what are American characteristics?
-denial of territorial limits; belief in space, in infinity
-denial of resource limits; nature’s bounty is infinite
-belief in individualism: whatever you believe or do as in individual is valid or good, even if it is wrong or destructive
-strongly optimistic, much more so than other humans in history, who had an optimism bias as it is
-embrace of all technology as good, no matter what it is or how used
-having an original strong identity (white, anglo, christian), but ALSO believing that anybody, regardless of identity, can become American; and denying this is a problem
-lovingly embracing the automobile, motorized freedom and all the infrastructure this entails
-embracing the concept of free business, deregulation, upward mobility, etc.: the ideal is to move up the ladder, no matter how hard you have to work; business, profits, and wealth must expand endlessly; unions must be busted, wages and benefits of working people kept low
-embracing all forms of culture, entertainment, etc., free expression, nothing is off limits, everything is worthwhile
-lovingly embracing guns, weapons, and the military
-loving the idea of suburbia, and the free standing house as small castle; dislike of crowded conditions, city life, etc.
Now, these things in and of themselves are not necessarily good or bad. The point is, as the dominant empire, America has exported these and made them the world model. Just think of the implications of this. There is now no resistance anywhere in the world, even if in the past there was. A
few Islamic radicals does not count as resistance. All of the world’s major nations and businesses are integrated into the American model.
Reply
james said:
April 27, 2018 at 8:55 am
The cancer has metastasized everywhere. People don’t even realize they’re made of cells like the grass and tree and bugs and all the other things they’re exterminating in their new role as RNA in a technological cancer.
Reply
Cynic said:
April 27, 2018 at 8:59 am
There must be a spray for getting rid of all those yucky alien cells – the government should supply it, free!!

🙂

Reply
james said:
April 29, 2018 at 2:07 pm
Super-termites or maybe Mega-termites, fresh from the labs.
Reply
67.

dave said:
April 27, 2018 at 9:02 am
I usually find cioran tedious. but i liked this quote:
“To go still further than Buddha, to raise oneself above nirvana, to learn to do without it . . . , to be stopped by nothing, not even by the notion of deliverance, regarding it as a mere way-station, an embarrassment, an eclipse…”
— E. M. Cioran, The Trouble With Being Born
Reply
james said:
May 1, 2018 at 10:26 am
When seeking some “nirvana” is this just another dopamine trail?
You’ve seen kids play tables that have magnets underneath and you can move the magnets around and watch the figures on the table move. Most people just watch the figures move on the table, but to really understand what’s going on you have to look under the table. Stopping to be a
monk is like halting somewhere on the surface.
Reply

68.

dolph said:
April 27, 2018 at 5:14 pm
Have any of you men hooked up with…hookers?
At this point I’m considering it. No shame from me. My life is going nowhere and women are too demanding when it comes to relationships.
My question would be, what are some of the tips you would offer based on your experience. In particular price negotiation, traps or pitfalls to watch out for, etc.
Reply
dave said:
April 28, 2018 at 8:36 am
I haven’t been with a prostitute in many years. But at one point in my life i did frequent them often. anyways, there should be many opportunities on the internet. try some and see what happens.
if you have some time and $, maybe take a trip to someplace where it, prostitution, is legal, out in the open, like maybe Manila.
Reply
james said:
April 29, 2018 at 2:08 pm
Try Bangkok too, it’s a whole new world.
Reply
Cynic said:
May 4, 2018 at 3:24 pm
No hookers: but I was regularly and efficiently relieved of my money, in a most professional fashion.

🙂

Reply
69.

Apneaman said:
April 28, 2018 at 6:12 pm
Is Science Hitting a Wall?, Part 1
Economists show increased research efforts are yielding decreasing returns
“As an counter-intuitive example, they cite Moore’s Law, noting that the “number of researchers required today to achieve the famous doubling every two years of the density of computer chips is more than 18 times larger than the number required in the early 1970s.” The researchers found
similar trends in research related to agriculture and medicine. More and more research on cancer and other illnesses has produced fewer and fewer lives saved.”
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/is-science-hitting-a-wall-part-1/
Reply

70.

Apneaman said:
April 28, 2018 at 6:15 pm
How Climate Change and Plague Helped Bring Down the Roman Empire – Historian & author Kyle Harper – {Articles, interviews & lecture}
https://www.reddit.com/r/collapse/comments/8fn01x/how_climate_change_and_plague_helped_bring_down/
Reply
james said:
April 29, 2018 at 2:56 pm
“Throughout history, only massive, violent shocks that upended the established order proved powerful enough to flatten disparities in income and wealth. They appeared in four different guises: mass-mobilization warfare, violent and transformative revolutions, state collapse, and
catastrophic epidemics. Hundreds of millions perished in their wake, and by the time these crises had passed, the gap between rich and poor had shrunk.”
I can’t wait. We can also add global climate chaos to the list.
Reply

71.

Apneaman said:
April 28, 2018 at 6:50 pm
It’s like the lord [MPP] decided that the useless degraders had to go.
https://www.inverse.com/article/44234-neanderthals-extinction-brain-shape-difference-cerebellum
Reply
james said:
April 29, 2018 at 2:52 pm
Only slight advantages working over long periods of time are sufficient to eclipse another species. I haven’t thought much about the cerebellum but it’s worth further study.
A couple of interesting facts from the cell text I mentioned above. Humans use an equivalent of their entire body weight in ATP each day. (The ADP is recycled).
At any point in time approximately 20% of all prokaryotes are in some stage of viral infection and 5% of all prokaryote mass is composed of their infecting viruses.
Reply

72.

Rob Mielcarski said:
April 30, 2018 at 2:07 pm
Excellent interview with Jack Alpert.
https://un-denial.com/2018/04/29/by-jack-alpert-unwinding-the-human-predicament/
Reply
james said:
May 1, 2018 at 11:25 am
Better hope we find another energy source. I can see the dam operators and hydrologists being killed as tribal warfare competes for the energy sources and soils.
Reply

73.

Rob Mielcarski said:
April 30, 2018 at 2:21 pm
This year’s Earth Day talk by Hate Hagens.
https://un-denial.com/2018/04/29/by-nate-hagens-contrasts-and-continuums-of-the-human-predicament/
Reply
james said:
May 1, 2018 at 11:34 am
That was a good presentation. People will probably vote for more and more magical thinking from their leaders as reality presses in upon them. Eventually there will be disintegration of the distribution systems and the RNA in their respective cells will abandon ship only to find that
they are no match for a sparse and despoiled natural environment. Nate must know that most people are going to pursue the MPP even as things deteriorate as it becomes clear that even cooperating will leave some out in the cold. Less and less and less will eventually mean someone
doesn’t have enough to survive, let alone be entertained.
Reply

74.

james said:
May 1, 2018 at 10:21 am
Single cells worked very hard in pursuit of the Maximum Power Principle (MPP) to be the “winner”at gathering energy and reproduction, then they decided to cooperate and they made a human with a brain and the first thing out of it’s mouth was, “I wan’t to be the winner.” Then the
humans in their own cells stuck together and said, “We’re number one.” The competition concluded with global climate chaos and ionizing radiation and everyone was a loser and possessed no power at all.
Reply

75.

dave said:
May 2, 2018 at 8:01 am
life as a concept. i like that idea.
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/brainwaves/why-life-does-not-really-exist/
Reply
james said:
May 2, 2018 at 2:24 pm
The entire thing is alive. Without a nervous system we wouldn’t be able to differentiate ourselves from the background. Reductionism doesn’t get the job done.
Reply
dave said:
May 3, 2018 at 7:31 am
don’t understand. the entire universe is alive? is that what saying?
could be. but you’re still left with problem of human created (arbitrary) categories, differentiations, preferences, etc., and associated fears and such (death). which is really what the author is all about. i’d say.
personally, i prefer the idea that nothing is alive.
Reply
james said:
May 3, 2018 at 5:58 pm
Life tends to exist between hot and cold as a dissipative. It helps to get rid of the heat as equilibrium is approached and the gradient is eliminated. Organic life on earth is trapped in a long evolutionary grind since it can’t finally reduce the sun’s energy. We’re made of the
same stuff as that which is already at equilibrium (dead) and ingest it daily to make it come “alive”.
Reply
dave said:
May 3, 2018 at 6:24 pm
that’s fine. “life” exists as a “state”, under certain circumstance. just like solids, liquids, gas, plasma. we, humans, exist as life. so we think life is special, different. it’s not. i’d say.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 3, 2018 at 8:57 pm
I’ve had the concept of “crystalline” life bopping around in the back of my head for a number of years: when then environment is optimal, the “state” of life expresses itself.
I tend towards the idea that things are “all alive” vs. “all not alive”, for the reasons that aliveness often involves motility. And then there’s the fact of being self-aware, or suffering pain. Of what use is pain in a “not alive” scenario? But that’s just a personal
prejudice.
dave said, “we, humans, exist as life. so we think life is special, different.” That’s the more modern approach. Earlier humans were often animists and did think that rocks and so forth were alive in some way, from what I understand.
Reply
james said:
May 8, 2018 at 7:16 am
Drawing the line between alive and dead is difficult. Life tends to be something that seeks energy and resources to maintain its structure, on a cellular or multicellular basis.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 14, 2018 at 1:20 am
“seeks” is the interesting part!
Do we seek?
Sometimes I think we “seek” only in the way that molecules “seek” to rearrange their relative positions in an expanding vacuum, for example.
“Seek” = goal-seeking. There may be a goal, but most likely it is not a human-conceived one.
Reply

76.

dave said:
May 3, 2018 at 6:33 pm
We’re made of the same stuff as that which is already at equilibrium (dead) and ingest it daily to make it come “alive”.
no. none of this around us is at equilibrium, yet. as chemiotrophes (is that a word? if not, i just coined it.) we use gibs free energy, trapped by other organic molecules, to get by.
Reply

77.

Apneaman said:
May 7, 2018 at 9:07 pm
A Thermodynamic Answer to Why Birds Migrate
New modeling studies suggest that birds migrate to strike a favorable balance between their input and output of energy.
“The governing principle was that in this virtual world, each species would operate in the most energy-efficient way and would migrate only if doing so gave it a means to further optimize its energy budget.”
https://www.quantamagazine.org/a-thermodynamic-answer-to-why-birds-migrate-20180507/
Reply
james said:
May 8, 2018 at 7:48 am
That reminds me of people that drive around parking lots, burning a lot of gas, only to save a few calories on their stroll to the door. Most people would say its their “free will” looking for the closest parking spot. More likely that we’re thermodynamic solutions to environmental
equations.
Reply

78.

Apneaman said:
May 8, 2018 at 8:35 pm
The Methane Time Bomb and the Future of the Biosphere
By Dr. Andrew Glikson
“The extraction and transfer from the earth crust to the atmosphere of every economically available molecule of carbon, including coal,oil, tar sand oil, shale oil, methane gas, coal seam gas and other forms of hydrocarbon, constitutes the most significant shift in composition of the
atmosphere since the PETM hyperthermal event about 56 million years ago[i] and the K-T extinction of the dinosaurs some 66 million years ago[ii]. Methane, the most potent common greenhouse gas, billions of tons of which are stored in Arctic permafrost, lakes, shallow seas and
sediments, is emitted as the Arctic warms by an average of 3-8 degrees Celsius. This release threatens to melt the large polar ice caps, leading to tens of meters sea level rise and disappearance of species a rate two orders of magnitude faster than they would have without human
interference[iii]. Compounding this effect is extensive drilling for coal seam gas, perforating the crust in several parts of the world and releasing commercial and fugitive emissions of methane to the atmosphere. Having sent young generations to kill and die in wars, the powers to be are now
presiding over the greatest mass extinction of nature since 66 million years ago.”
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-methane-time-bomb-and-the-future-of-the-biosphere/5638298
None of the scientists know for certain on a methane bomb, but there is paleoclimate evidence that fast warming has occurred before because of bomb like releases of methane and more than once and at different locations. I’m neutral on a methane bomb. A M-Bomb is not even needed and
it’s still on the rise and contributing regardless. There is already more than enough inertia on the way to wipe out tech-no industrial civilization with a many billions die back and mostly because of CO2. I think were up to about 60 positive self reinforcing feedbacks underway and they won’t
stop even if the humans did. Runaway underway.
Reply
james said:
May 8, 2018 at 8:54 pm
But Apneaman, the cancer is getting sooooooooooooo rich, even though everything else is going to die and, eventually, the cancer itself will die with it. I’m not sure, but I think we need more growth. God will take care of everything anyway.
Reply

79.

dave said:
May 13, 2018 at 6:30 am
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzD0U841LRM
I have to recommend melancholia. The character study of bergman (rich people angst) combined with the scifi schitck of Spielberg (kiefer sutherland as Richard dryefus in “close encounters”). The underlying themes of the inherent evil of life on earth (gnostism) and the unknowable black
swan event (talib). Good acting, good script, good looking women (curstin dunst). The only, minor, downside is the cinematography. I don’t like the hand held camera panning effects.
plus, the earth is destroyed, and nobody gives a fuck, that’s always a plus.
Reply

80.

dave said:
May 13, 2018 at 6:52 am
or, i should say, “…there’s no one left to give a fuck,…”
Reply
james said:
May 14, 2018 at 2:29 pm
I’m going to watch that when I get time. I’ve been moving and helping take care of an ill aunt and internet service at the house has been prematurely terminated.
Reply

81.

Lidia17 said:
May 14, 2018 at 1:40 am
“Toroidal vortices”!! Yowsa!
Comment from Zero Hedge
https://www.zerohedge.com/comment/11665285#comment-11665285
——
What does “capitalism” have to do with private banks being able to create the public “money” supplies out of nothing as debts?
MAD Money As Debt is NEGATIVE CAPITAL.
Actually, the pension problems are far more profound, because “money” made out of nothing as debts was used to “pay” for strip-mining the natural resources of a fresh planet, which is no longer so fresh, but rather, manifesting a variety of diminishing returns.
Everyone making “money” was doing so inside of fundamentally fraudulent financial accounting systems, and still are. Human beings basically live as reproducing gangs of robbers, as nested toroidal vortices engaged in entropic pumping of environmental energy flows, which flows
have been high-graded to hell, as fast as possible, by running on debt engine treadmills as fast as possible, in order to turn natural resources into garbage and pollution as fast as possible, as Civilization dug itself into deeper and deeper ruts, as fast as possible.
Unfortunately, the idealized theories of “free market capitalism” have almost nothing in common with the actual social facts that Civilization is dominated by the excessively successful methods of organized crime. Making “money” out of nothing as debts was legalized counterfeiting, which
achieved symbolic robberies.
The Chicago Fed is recommending even GREATER SYMBOLIC ROBBERIES, because the Federal Reserve Board can not admit and address that its entire existence is based upon the powers of public governments enforcing frauds by private banks. Since it is almost politically impossible
to discuss the SOURCE OF THE PUBLIC MONEY SUPPLIES in any publicly significant ways, because most of the successful politicians are the banksters’ puppets, who are voted for by enough of the muppets, who have been brainwashed to believe in the banksters’ bullshit for generation
after generation, the only publicly discussed “solutions” are NECESSARILY “to pour on more of the accelerant” on the social fires becoming out of control conflagrations.
It certainly used to be the case that:
“All government monies and pensions are value stolen at the end of a gun barrel.”
However, the current situation has become globalized electronic monkey money frauds, backed by the threat of force from apes with atomic weapons. Therefore, the overall situation has become many orders of magnitude WORSE than ever before in previous human history.
As the about exponentially increasing strip-mining of the natural resources of a fresh planet runs into the diminishing returns from having done so, manifesting as spectacularly overshooting whatever might have theoretically have been more sustainable, the notion of pensions will similarly
spectacularly overshoot into states of collapses into chaos.
At the present time, and for the foreseeable finite future, it will certainly continue to be politically impossible to admit and address how and why Globalized Neolithic Civilization NECESSARILY operated according to the principles and methods of organized crimes. The greatest
achievement of the best organized gangsters was their ability to legally counterfeit the public money supplies. The entire political economy has become almost totally based on being able to enforce frauds, while about exponentially advancing technologies have enabled those to become
about exponentially more fraudulent.
Pretty well all pension plans were based on presumptions that it would be possible for there to be endless exponential growth of the strip-mining of the natural resources of the planet. There are no good grounds to expect any politicians becoming successful by telling people that endless
exponential growth is absolutely impossible.
BY DEFINITION, what limits exponential growth are death control systems. Indeed, the debt controls were backed up by the death controls. Hence, the runaway debt insanities (including the pension plan obligations) are going to provoke death insanities. Those who dominate the existing
systems, such as the Federal Reserve Board, are NOT going to admit and address the underlying issues regarding how and why the Fed is the manifestation of excessively triumphant organized crime, manifesting runaway criminal insanities.
Similarly, most of the layers of controlled “opposition” groups to the Fed are NOT going to admit and address the ways in which the actually existing political economy problems have become many orders of magnitude worse than ever before, as demonstrated by the ways that electronic
frauds are now backed by the threats from weapons of mass destruction, rather that, as previously, the paper frauds were backed by power coming from “the end of a gun barrel.”
The almost total triumph of sociopolitical systems based on being able to enforce frauds, becoming about exponentially more fraudulent, depended upon people developing attitudes which deliberately ignored the principle of the conservation of energy, as well as misunderstanding the
concept of entropy in the most absurdly backward ways.
It is barely possible to exaggerate the degree to which Civilization is manifesting runaway criminal insanities, headed towards series of psychotic breakdowns. Civilization has apparently become too sick and insane to recover from the degree to which that is so, because the systems of social
robberies achieved through enforcing frauds are too deeply entrenched everywhere, and especially deeply entrenched in the ways that people think and communicate about “economic” problems.
The second amendment has become a relatively moot point, after the powers of governments are backed by threats from weapons of mass destruction, rather than backed by gunpowder weapons, or other weapons which are still based on chemical energy.
Atomic energy backing up electronic frauds has resulted in the sociopolitical systems based on enforcing frauds to become many orders of magnitude more fraudulent than ever before. Of course, that applies to the collective obligations of pension plans, all of which were originally made
and maintained within a Civilization which was corrupt to the core and completely crazy.
Electronic frauds, backed by atomic weapons, have allowed the exponential growth of an economy based on being able to enforce frauds to behave like there were 10 or a 100, or more planet Earths readily available to continue to strip-mine forever.
The issues of surrounding diminishing returns from continuing to strip-mine the planet will manifest as exponential growth overshooting whatever might have otherwise been somewhat more sustainable in the most spectacular ways possible. For the sake of overall discussion, the collective
promises of pension plans have become such that those promises were based on pretending that there are more than 100 planet Earths.
The “corrections” to such insane promises can not be fixed by any possible increase in taxation, but rather, as the article above understates, such increases in taxation will feedback to make the underlying problems even worse.
One may rightly begin to recognize the magnitude of those problems by considering the history of political power “at the end of a gun barrel,” however, the actually existing realities have become political power based on threats from weapons of mass destruction, backing up electronic
frauds, which are many orders of magnitude GREATER than any previous paper frauds backed by gunpowder weapons.
Reply
james said:
May 14, 2018 at 2:26 pm
That about sums up the financial system. I like to refer to them as cancer promoters, but the main goal is to use the resources faster and faster until, for some unknown reason, the ecosystem begins to lose weight and vitality and eventually is diagnosed with Stage IV humanoma.
Reply
david higham said:
May 14, 2018 at 7:17 pm
Good comment,but most of the damage has been done by the entropic pumping of sequestered energy stocks.
Reply

82.

Lidia17 said:
May 14, 2018 at 3:57 am
Everyone making “money” was doing so inside of fundamentally fraudulent financial accounting systems, and still are. Human beings basically live as reproducing gangs of robbers, as nested toroidal vortices engaged in entropic pumping of environmental energy flows, which flows
have been high-graded to hell, as fast as possible, by running on debt engine treadmills as fast as possible, in order to turn natural resources into garbage and pollution as fast as possible, as Civilization dug itself into deeper and deeper ruts, as fast as possible.
https://www.zerohedge.com/comment/11665285#comment-11665285
Reply
james said:
May 14, 2018 at 2:27 pm
I like that term “entropic pumping” – faster, faster, faster, dead.
Reply
Apneaman said:
May 14, 2018 at 2:30 pm
Hi Lidia.
The permalink only takes me to the beginning of the article and there are 9 + pages of comments.
Commenter style and vocabulary sounds kinda familiar though.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 14, 2018 at 8:20 pm
Though I picked a permalink to the exact comment, I just tried again and got the same thing as the above. With comments sorted by Thread Date / Oldest, it’s near the end of page 2. Search on “toroidal”. Writer is “Radical Marijuana”.
It is barely possible to exaggerate the degree to which Civilization is manifesting runaway criminal insanities, headed towards series of psychotic breakdowns. Civilization has apparently become too sick and insane to recover from the degree to which that is so, because the
systems of social robberies achieved through enforcing frauds are too deeply entrenched everywhere, and especially deeply entrenched in the ways that people think and communicate about “economic” problems.
I’d reproduce the rest of it here but it’s a really long comment.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 14, 2018 at 8:25 pm
I must have Alzheimers’.. I did reproduce the whole thing.
I read the comments from the bottom and thought Apneaman was looking for the whole text. Didn’t scroll up to see I’d already posted it.
Sorry James!
You can delete these extra comments of mine.
Maybe I should visit a neurologist or something…
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 14, 2018 at 8:21 pm
Oh, and 50 comments/page.
Reply

83.

dave said:
May 16, 2018 at 7:19 am
pensioners will be, are, for many good reasons, one of the first subgroups to be shown the door. i don’t see anything “criminal” here. it’s just the way shit goes down in the world of “living” matter. i guess.
http://www.dieoff.org/
Reply
james said:
May 16, 2018 at 12:24 pm
The cancer has doubled in size again and again. Investing in the cancer has been a good decision historically. But then the living planet couldn’t stand one more doubling of the tumor load, even though “investors” desperately wanted more. They were counting on the malignant system
to provide them with a healthy return so they could enjoy a few worry free years outside of their technological cells. Instead they joined a game of geriatric Russian roulette, trying to maintain their medicare supplements for when their luck finally ran out.
P.S. Another Maserati in the doctor’s parking lot this week. Dissipatives are awesome.
Reply
dave said:
May 16, 2018 at 8:13 pm
ya see, your problem is, is that you understand an exponential function. you should cut that out.
Reply

84.

dave said:
May 16, 2018 at 8:18 pm
malthus also understood exponential v. arithmetic. he’s bennbadmouthed for maybe 200 years. too bad there will be nobody left to recognize his vindication. i guess.
i’ll be dead. i’m sure.
Reply

85.

dave said:
May 17, 2018 at 8:43 am
http://peakwatch.typepad.com/decline_of_the_empire/
so, i guess that dave cohen hasen’t written anything in over a year. is this true?
i always enjoyed his schtick.
Reply
james said:
May 18, 2018 at 10:34 am
I’m surprised he could stay away from writing this long. But then again, it’s a rather unappreciated point of view.
Around here I’ve seen more pick-up trucks flying rebel flags and men in Wal-Mart carrying side-arms. The nonsense will never end until extinction. I don’t think they would fully appreciate Dave’s writing. I’m sure Megacancer is more to their taste

🙂

Reply
86.

dolph said:
May 17, 2018 at 4:03 pm
Thanks for the responses everyone. I may take a break from doom blogs for awhile after having an anxiety crisis.
Still, while doom isn’t the sole cause, it’s one of them, since obsession with it prevents me from living life. So now I have the dual problem of not having lived life, but going forward you don’t know what’s going to happen.
If you are older, you’ve had a career, you’ve had kids, you’ve done things, let’s face it, you have had your time and should be thankful for it, regardless of what happens.
Reply
dave said:
May 18, 2018 at 6:50 am
best of luck…
Reply
james said:
May 18, 2018 at 10:37 am
Go ahead and live life, we always have the slimmest of chances.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 31, 2018 at 10:16 pm
Dolph, don’t assume that those who have “had a career” or “had kids” are somehow better off.. they’re just different. I don’t see many parents today grooving in a real positive state. Odds are their kid is on drugs (street or pharma) or sexting.
Reply

87.

Apneaman said:
May 17, 2018 at 4:31 pm
“Global warming of 1.5°C is imminent, likely in just a decade from now. That’s the stunning conclusion to be drawn from a number of recent studies.
So how does that square with the 2015 Paris Agreement’s goal of “holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C” (above a late-nineteenth-century baseline)?
It doesn’t.
The Paris text was a political fix in which grand words masked inadequate deeds. The voluntary national emission reduction commitments since Paris now put the world on a path of 3.4°C of warming by 2100, and more than 5°C if high-end risks including carbon-cycle feedbacks are taken
into account.
The Paris outcome is a path of emissions continuing to rise for another fifteen years, when it was already clear that “if the 1.5°C limit should not be breached in any given year, the budget already overspent today ”.
Two years ago, Prof. Michael E. Mann noted: “And what about 1.5°C stabilisation? We’re already overdrawn.”
In fact, the emission scenarios associated with the Paris goal shows that the temperature will “overshoot” the 1.5°C target by up to half a degree, before cooling back to it by the end of this century.
Those scenarios rely unduly on unproven Bio-Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS) technology, because the Paris Agreement does not encompass the steep emissions reductions that are required right now.
Average global warming is now 1.1°C above the late nineteenth century, and the rate of warming is likely to accelerate due to record levels of greenhouse gas emissions, and because efforts to clean up some of the world’s dirtiest power plants is reducing the emission of aerosols (mainly
sulphates) which have a very short-term cooling impact.
So now, in 2018, the benchmark of 1.5°C of warming is just a decade away or even less, according to multiple lines of evidence from climate researchers:”
https://reneweconomy.com.au/climate-change-1-5c-closer-imagine-44124/
Reply
james said:
May 18, 2018 at 10:46 am
Who is going to volunteer to shrink their economies when the banks depend upon growth and return on investment. Reduction will be involuntary via the Garrett outcome and CO2 will continue to rise through positive feedbacks.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 31, 2018 at 10:18 pm
The idea that we could “dial in” some amount of CO2/warming was always false and absurd.. merely a political fantasy.
Reply

88.

gwb said:
May 17, 2018 at 9:23 pm
Republican congressman explains sea-level rise: it’s rocks falling into the sea
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/republican-congressman-explains-sea-level-rise-its-rocks-falling-into-the-sea/ar-AAxrdgO?li=BBnbfcL
…and squirrels chewing through cable insulation is the cause of our collapsing electric grid… it’s all the animals’ fault…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96GCfykZ0qE
Reply
james said:
May 18, 2018 at 10:44 am
I used to think that government was well-informed by the “intelligence” agencies, but I guess not.
Reply
Apneaman said:
May 18, 2018 at 4:23 pm
Neither facts nor knowledge can penetrate the shield of belief.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTSCRoYyM-Y
Reply
james said:
May 19, 2018 at 1:03 pm
“….you don’t have to pass an I.Q. test to be in the U.S. Senate though, ha, ha……………..”
I suppose that only the greedy limbic brain must be fully functional.
Reply
Cynic said:
May 23, 2018 at 12:59 pm
They get ‘intelligence ‘from the agencies, that’s a different matter….
Reply

89.

dave said:
May 19, 2018 at 6:22 am
just about says it all. i think.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVGAxMo-kiw&feature=youtu.be
Reply
james said:
May 19, 2018 at 1:10 pm
A vast majority of people don’t even try to understand. They just follow their nose, it always knows, the flavor of rewards wherever it goes.
Reply
dave said:
May 21, 2018 at 6:59 am
yes, i find it hard to find any fault in that.
i think i’ve said it before. i just wish that i could get reliable dopamine rewards for making $. i would just spend my days making $, and fucking attractive hookers. life would be grand. it always is, in our fantasies. i guess.
Reply
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james said:
May 21, 2018 at 1:44 pm
I continue to encounter the opinion that all the structures, tools and even art that comprise civilization is somehow miraculous, but if one were to trade places with a cellular RNA wouldn’t there be equal amazement at the structures and folding of the proteins and the magnificent architecture
within the cell and the glycoprotein friezes adorning the cell wall. It’s not surprising that the transition of humans to the RNA position in technological civilization would invoke an egotistical appraisal of greatness as it began its assault to joyfully destroy the greater system from which it
was derived.
The information manipulating ability of the human brain and the analog mind has been preoccupied with making new tools and structures in its technological cells with which to distribute and metabolize the natural world while shielded from any critical self-analysis by ridiculous ideas such
as “manifest destiny” or “God’s will”. The Maximum Power Principle did form the human brain, so there is no surprise really that it can’t see beyond its own dopamine circuitry. In the meantime the cells ingest more resources and work them into stuff that eventually ends-up in the the
technological feces dumps. The RNA in the cells call for more wages and more stuff as they’re worked ragged by those that own the cells and whose main goal is to see the cells grow and divide again and again into the terminal state.
Just as a cancer can cause cessation of system homeostasis by growing without bound and by dumping noxious substances into the environment and circulation, so too are humans doing the same with their ever increasing numbers of malignant technological cells. There are some parallels,
such as the acidic environment created through malignant cell metabolism, all too similar to the carbon dioxide acidification of the oceans. Eventually cachexia takes over and it’s a downward spiral from which there is no escape.
(Sorry to be repetitive, I’m trying to see how many different ways I can say the same thing.)
Reply
Apneaman said:
May 22, 2018 at 12:43 pm
“So if you don’t fit in; if you feel at odds with the world; if your identity is troubled and frayed; if you feel lost and ashamed, it could be because you have retained the human values you were supposed to have discarded. You are a deviant. Be proud.”
― George Monbiot, How Did We Get into This Mess?: Politics, Equality, Nature
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 21, 2018 at 2:39 pm
Comic relief from America’s greatest social critic of his generation (all time?).
George Carlin ~ When Will Jesus Bring the Pork Chops ~ Full Audio Book
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqLnVx21M54
This is like a good bathroom book in that you can open it to any random page.
Reply
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james said:
May 22, 2018 at 10:27 am
The debt based system seems to be perfect for making sure that human RNA are tethered for a lifetime to their machines in the tech cells. What would happen if everyone’s debt were paid-off? People would likely say “screw this job, I’m not doing it any more.” Government and central
banks have a cozy relationship in fleecing the populace with taxes and interest and in being too big to fail.
Reply
Cynic said:
May 23, 2018 at 12:57 pm
That’s what the economists of the 18th century concluded: get people addicted to luxuries, or under-pay them, and they will work as slaves for others or to their own greed.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
May 31, 2018 at 10:22 pm
If you don’t want to cry, don’t read this post:
https://permies.com/t/86820/personal-care/purity/Vague-Fatigue#714490
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 22, 2018 at 1:41 pm
Humans Are Just 0.01% of Life on Earth, But We Still Annihilated The Rest of It
Ruining things since 298,000 BCE.
“But there’s a different kind of mammal, which – by uniquely serving human needs – has also come to dominate the rest of the animal kingdom: livestock.
Livestock, mostly cattle and pigs, makes up about 60 percent of all mammals on Earth (at 0.1 Gt C).”
https://www.sciencealert.com/humans-are-just-0-01-of-life-earth-but-we-annihilated-rest-biomass-animals-mammals-plants
When you add in the transportation and ancillary supports and deforestation for soy for Chinese pigs over half of GHG emissions are for meat.
Homo Rapiens can’t live without their meat.
Just think of all the anticipatory dopamine hits simply from the smell of meat roasting. It actually gets the Rapiens salivating to help with chewing and the digestive process. Eating It is an even bigger reward. Methinks because it is so powerful is why thousands of documentaries, books,
articles and protest movements, laying bare the abject cruelty of industrial meat, have had little effect on meat consumption.
Reply
james said:
May 24, 2018 at 9:56 am
The limbic ruler makes the decisions and the cortex does not even wonder why.
Reply

94.

Apneaman said:
May 23, 2018 at 1:35 pm
It seems like every couple of years the climate doom predictions get moved closer.
Earth’s climate to increase by four degrees by 2084
“In the analysis, Jiang and his team used the parameters of scenario in which there was no mitigation of rising greenhouse gas emissions. They compared 39 coordinated climate model experiments from the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (https://www.wcrpclimate.org/wgcm-cmip), which develops and reviews climate models to ensure the most accurate climate simulations possible.
They found that most of the models projected an increase of 4°C as early as 2064 and as late as 2095 in the 21st century, with 2084 appearing as the median year.”
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-05/ioap-ect052318.php
4°C is the number McPherson uses and claims it is when plant proteins in grain crops denature. I’ve never seen the support for that claim, but I have done some reading on heat tolerances and it don’t look good.
Many are placing their hopes in GMO’s – band-aid on a shotgun wound.
Reply
james said:
May 24, 2018 at 10:05 am
The 4C increase will be accompanied by more extreme heat waves that could easily cook the goose.
http://www.cornandsoybeandigest.com/corn/high-temperature-effects-corn-soybeans
I wonder what a twenty-percent reduction in grain harvest would look like for the human population. Probably about the same as a twenty-percent reduction in oil supply for the financial world.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 23, 2018 at 2:31 pm
It’s all your fault doomers.
Reporter Elizabeth Arnold asks media for more ‘hope’ coverage
A long-time NPR journalist now writing on climate change from a scholarly perspective pans excessive ‘doom and gloom’ reporting, seeks more ‘hope’ and ‘solutions’ coverage.
“She referred to some academic researchers’ findings of a “hope gap” when people get so over-exposed to adverse effects on people, species, and ecosystems that they in effect disengage, throw in the towel.”
https://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2018/05/reporter-asks-media-for-more-hope-coverage/
“…throw in the towel.” ???? WTF??
You need to be in the ring fighting before you get to throw in the towel. No towel throwing for the passive audience in the third row.
Going by the aggregate numbers the humans have not done one fucking thing to “fight” AGW or the growth of any of their tumors. Neither dire warnings from scientists or ever growing consequences have slowed the party.
I get what she is doing. Trying to change the narrative. The behaviour won’t-can’t be changed so lets change the story so we don’t have to feel so shitty about what we have done and are still doing and try and pretend horrific consequences are not locked in – they are. There is also some
scapegoating, of realists calling it as they see it, going on.
All humans do the narrative thing, but progressives are particularly adept at wielding the “you’re not being helpful” sword. Preferred weapon.
That other political tribe are not phased by reality either and are sticking to their story – ‘falling rocks’ cause SLR.
There is no ceiling on denial nor the rationalizations to support it, thus there is no ceiling on absurdity.
Homo Sapiens Homo Narrans,
Reply
james said:
May 24, 2018 at 10:10 am
They’re all cheering for Homo colossus to achieve ultimate victory over the evil forces of nature, but in a nice way because, you know, humans have feelings.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 23, 2018 at 4:54 pm
We Humans Have a Fatal Biology
Be very afraid! Our limbic system dooms us all.
“Yet we never lost what went before and still undergirds our overgrown frontal lobes: the mammalian brain, identified as such by Paul MacLean in the 1970s. No progress there. The mammalian brain remains the kind of brain that a cat or a dog, a lion or a bear, has. It’s good for rapid
response to emotional signals of fear or rage or lust or need. No delay–just pounce.
The mammalian brain includes the limbic system, a set of structures ringing the inner surface of the cerebral cortex and surrounding the brain stem. The thinking, planning neocortex of our frontal lobes richly interconnects with these limbic sub-cortical structures. Frontal intellect tells us
how to satisfy our emotions. Limbic emotions tell intellect what feels good or right, ultimately then, what to do. We think we decide rationally, but in the end it is the limbic system that decides what seems the rational answer.”
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/is-your-brain-culture/200906/we-humans-have-fatal-biology
Reply
dave said:
May 24, 2018 at 8:20 am
yeah, i kinda liked that article. i’d say that the limbic maintains control, sets the stage. to use his analogy the limbic is what got us into a three leg race in the first place. if anything the cortex might grumble a little while the limbic sets the pace and the route.
something like that.
Reply
dave said:
May 24, 2018 at 8:30 am
also, i’m not why i should be so afraid of the inevitable. but that’s a whole other story. i think.
Reply
james said:
May 24, 2018 at 10:18 am
And the ones in government have the most irrepressible limbic desires to have power and get rich which puts us in a worse bind. There won’t be any change coming from them. Limbics communicating with limbic voters. No need to consider anything but what you’re going to get.
Reply
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dave said:
May 24, 2018 at 9:36 am
good stuff. the bit about our species holding hands and going extinct was lifted directly from zapffe. who i recommend every chance i get.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqovhbrNsbo&feature=share
Reply
james said:
May 24, 2018 at 10:50 am
I shouldn’t be interested in people’s happy, self-destructive behavior, but as a dissipative that’s been spinning about in one form or another for the last few billion years, current developments have to be concerning. Although I can’t figure out why “spinning about” is all that important
when the wind and ocean currents do a pretty fair job of moving the heat. It must be a threat my limbic system is sensing while others sense the threat of relatively immediate starvation or ejection from the income providing metabolism of the cancer.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 24, 2018 at 2:34 pm
Scientists find link between increases in local temperature and antibiotic resistance
https://vector.childrenshospital.org/2018/05/increasing-temperature-antibiotic-resistance/
Reply
james said:
May 25, 2018 at 9:37 am
Here is just one paper of many relating heat stress to reduced immunity.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889159113003097
Maybe there’s a relationship between prescribing antibiotics and the heat stress of populations, especially in cities where heat islands exist.
Reply
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james said:
May 25, 2018 at 9:48 am
I was thinking of writing a book, “Malignant Techno Cell Lines for Dummies: How to Double Your Growth Rate in Five Easy Steps.” But the field is competitive. The Defense Department and Medical Extraction and gun industries have tapped into the amygdala, while the illegal drug
producers have a firm hold on the dopamine circuits along with Starbucks servings of sweet and caffeinated drinks.
What’s a person to do that wants to establish a fast growing, malignant, cell line? The internet has porn and various entertainments and self-storage units are sprouting very robustly to hold all of those things that provided a quick dopamine hit. Then there’s professional sports for all of the
techno RNA that live mundane and uneventful lives doing repetitive work in someone else’s cell line. There’s Vegas and Disney World for bedazzlement. It’s a tough world to pull off some growth in a world already crowded with malignant cell lines. I’ll have to think more about this.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 25, 2018 at 9:00 pm
Automated Soma dispensers
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201805/25/WS5b076ed4a31001b82571c42c.html
I’m waiting for this one
“You Decide When”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYy80trSPSI
Reply
james said:
May 26, 2018 at 10:54 am
Your social credit score must be flawless or you can make your connection on the black market. Only obedient, enslaved RNA need apply.
Reply
Apneaman said:
May 26, 2018 at 5:13 pm
The introduction and spread of the fentanyl plague is kinda like a combination of Soma & Quietus in one substance – Russian Roulette style.
TPTB like it because it gets rid of those they deem ‘useless eaters’. Big pharma likes it because they are making a second round of profits off the ”opioid epidemic” (they helped make it happen) by selling mega millions of doses of Naloxone and other opioid blockers.
Record US fentanyl bust ‘enough to kill 26 million people’
“Just 2mg of fentanyl – or a few grains of table salt – is a lethal dosage for most people, and even exposure can cause a fatal reaction,”
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44244688
For every black market bust they make, I imagine 100 or 1000 loads, whatever the product, make it to the streets. Methinks the black market is the one place that will experience genuine growth as the plebs attempt to escape the racketeering (all industries & services) of the not
free market of the overlords and their managerial & security class.
Most of the fentanyl is coming from China via internet purchase and delivered mail or courier.
I bet many Chinese, remembering the Opium Wars, are thinking ‘paybacks a bitch hey round eye?’
Reply
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david higham said:
May 26, 2018 at 7:58 pm
A trophy-wall of hockey sticks:
https://www.slideshare.net/IGBPSecretariat/great-acceleration-2015
Reply
dave said:
May 27, 2018 at 7:30 am
i liked #24 the best. the amount of tillable land began it’s exponential rise around 1850 and leveled off around 1950. all (most?) of those other indicators began their respective exponential increase right around 1950. 1950 was a hell of a year. i guess.
Reply
dave said:
May 27, 2018 at 7:35 am
kinda funny. james might be interested. but there’s plenty of $ making ideas in the comments.
Reply
james said:
May 29, 2018 at 10:21 am
Hilarious after seeing all of the exponential charts, people are still interested in making money. The greatest fear is death and the second greatest is the penultimate destination – poverty. The next greatest concern is how many friends you have on Facebook. The hockey sticks are
a positive development on the Pinker index.
Reply
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david higham said:
May 27, 2018 at 9:26 pm
A fairly long (113 pages) e-book. Good luck to them,but I
think sending this to Bill Gates so that he can fund a project to change the course of this civilisation would be
a pointless exercise. The ‘Pearl Harbour ‘ moment they
mention will occur when there is zero chance of changing
the main drivers of this annihilation train. For how many decades have people been explaining the fundamental flaws of this civilisation? How much impact have they had?
The last ‘Scientist’s warning to Humanity’ was signed by
over one thousand people(from memory),and wasn’t even
printed in the NYT.
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/ccbiatl/pages/102/attachments/original/1526677327/Delusions-and-Contradictions-v1.0.pdf?1526677327
Reply
Apneaman said:
May 28, 2018 at 2:29 pm
Hi David, thanks fir the link. Do you mean this warning?
Wednesday 7 March 2018
20,000 scientists give dire warning about the future in ‘letter to humanity’ – and the world is listening
The paper is now one of the most discussed scientific works ever and has been signed by a huge number of experts
“The new letter was actually an update to a an original warning sent from the Union of Concerned Scientists that was backed by 1,700 signatures 25 years ago. It said that the world had changed dramatically since that warning was issued – and almost entirely for the worse.”
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/letter-to-humanity-scientists-warning-climate-change-global-warming-experts-a8243606.html
‘the world is listening’
So? Junkies listen to the warnings from doctors, police, ex-junkies and have seen many of their fellow junkies suffer and die, but it don’t stop most of them either. They think about it and even make themselves and others many promises but there is no behaviour change for most.
Reply
david higham said:
May 28, 2018 at 5:22 pm
I don’t think it was that one that was not printed in the NYT. I am going by memory,but
I know that one of those (there have been
several over the last few decades,as you would know) a few years ago that was not printed.
I could spend some time tracking down the
name and date of the one that was not printed
nor covered,but it is probably not worth the time. I don’t particularly like being negative towards Kevin Anderson and Paul Ehrlich,etc,
who contributed towards that report,as they
are making a last-ditch effort. Delusional,unfortunately. As if Bill Gates is going to come on board. He is in the same fairyland as Steven Pinker,where everything is fine and any problems can be solved by throwing more technology at it.
I found that link at the MAHB site.
Reply
Apneaman said:
May 28, 2018 at 6:51 pm
Ehrlich has been warning anyone who will listen since I was in diapers while being ridiculed and attacked the entire time. How anyone posses such patience, I do not know.
The Population Bomb, 50 Years Later: A Conversation with Paul Ehrlich – (audio + transcript)
https://climateone.org/audio/population-bomb-50-years-later-conversation-paul-ehrlich
Reply
james said:
May 29, 2018 at 10:33 am
Just as people have the illusion of heaven cultivated in their analog minds, they also have the illusion of technological utopia cultivated in their minds. When a cancer is young its a great thing to participate in, technology unlocks so many nutrients and so much wealth for
the cancer, but eventually it becomes apparent that things can’t go on, that it was all a pillage and plunder operation and it’s too late to turn back. Instead of trying to institute some control on 7.5 billion humans that want more and better, the wise ones start looking for other
planets where growth can continue uninterrupted.
Reply

103.

dave said:
May 30, 2018 at 7:13 am
http://epsilontheory.com/too-clever-by-half/
i kinda liked this article. it made me think about what games, day-to-day and meta, that we might be playing.
the meta, to me, for living things, is playing for the chance to throw some genetic material out into time and space. if you play and win on a day-to-day basis, you might get to do that. the meta does, however, set the stage for everything else.
i think that the day-to-day stuff is the only game that counts. you have to win that first, in order to play another day. the meta, always, invariably, takes care of itself. there are too many variables, too many unknowns to account for. the rules of the meta game are not within our purview.
the author seems to think the denizens of fairfield ct. are setting the rules of the meta game, they’re not. they’ve got a game going on, but it’s a game of their own. the coyotes may still come out on top, by not even trying, and by sticking to the only game they know. they may be throwing
genes out into time and space long after humans have left the playing field.
something like that.
Reply
james said:
May 30, 2018 at 1:33 pm
Everyone seems to be playing the game they’re evolved to play without much stepping outside the boundaries. They may cheat and they may bend the rules, but they’re still stuck inside their own brains. They don’t see what the human game is or what it is doing, but they’re good at
the day-to-day game. It will soon be game over for many who thought tomorrow would be much like yesterday.
Reply
dave said:
May 30, 2018 at 9:28 pm
It will soon be game over for many who thought tomorrow would be much like yesterday.
god, even in fairfield, ct? that’s little too much to believe.
Reply

104.

Apneaman said:
May 31, 2018 at 11:54 am
Free market follies
Antibiotic resistance crisis worsening because of collapse in supply
“At present, more than 100 drugs, including a number of antibiotics, are listed by the US Food and Drug administration as being in short supply.
“Antibiotic supply is patchy, complex and at risk of collapsing,” the authors warn.
Iyer and colleagues say global shortages are down to a number of factors including low profits meaning low production levels and that it is expensive and risky to develop new antibiotics, with new products rarely widely used for fear of resistance developing. Indeed, companies have started
to leave the market completely.”
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/may/31/antibiotic-resistance-crisis-worsening-because-of-collapse-in-supply
Reply
james said:
June 1, 2018 at 9:56 am
Nah, I think they’re trying to save the aquarium fish instead.
http://www.fishmoxfishflex.com/index.php/fish-antibiotics/amoxicillin-fish-antibiotics.html
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 31, 2018 at 12:23 pm
How Do Aliens Solve Climate Change?
Scientists recently modeled a range of interactions between energy-intensive civilizations and their planets. The results were sobering.
“So, what did the model tell us? We saw three distinct kinds of civilizational histories. The first—and, alarmingly, most common—was what we called “the die-off.” As the civilization used energy, its numbers grew rapidly, but the use of the resource also pushed the planet away from the
conditions the civilization grew up with. As the evolution of the civilization and planet continued, the population skyrocketed, blowing past the planet’s limits. The population, in other words, overshot the planet’s carrying capacity. Then came a big reduction in the civilization’s population
until both the planet and the civilization reached a steady state. After that the population and the planet stopped changing. A sustainable planetary civilization was achieved, but at a high cost. In many of the models, we saw as much as 70 percent of the population perish before a steady state
was reached. In reality, it’s not clear that a complex technological civilization like ours could survive such a catastrophe.”
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/05/how-do-aliens-solve-climate-change/561479/
From the MPP perspective the purpose of life is to drain batteries
http://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/112/31/9511.full.pdf
Reply
james said:
June 1, 2018 at 9:49 am
I feel there’s a little bit of optimism in that thirty percent survival. Civilizations thrive and grow by assimilating neighboring tribes and territory or by using their power to destroy them and take their resources. There’s no other logical reason for a civilization to exist. Technology is
mostly about offense, defense and acquisition and distribution of resources. Lots of neat technology, but it’s supposed to support the competition for and acquisition of energy that supports it. Even when not organized into a civilization, humans are dissipative systems and can be pretty
nasty and competitive all by themselves. Some peace and benevolence does exist in tribes, especially when there’s enough to go around.
I’m sure aliens would be dissipative systems nested in technological systems too. It would be nice to tune-in and see how things are going, but technological civilization may occur on such a short time span that it’s next to impossible for two to exist at the same time and notice each
other. Once again we cultivate what is probably an erroneous idea, that there are advanced alien civilizations that have survived their malignant episode with enough technology to send radio or some similar signal.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 31, 2018 at 4:38 pm
Does global warming make tropical cyclones stronger? – 30 May 2018
“A significant global increase (95% significance level) can be found in all storms with maximum wind speeds from 175 km/h. Storms of 200 km/h and more have doubled in number, and those of 250 km/h and more have tripled. Although some of the trend may be owing to improved
observation techniques, this provides some evidence that a global increase in the most intense tropical storms due to global warming is not just predicted by models but already happening.”
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2018/05/does-global-warming-make-tropical-cyclones-stronger/
Reply
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Apneaman said:
May 31, 2018 at 8:55 pm
All is energy
Record-breaking ocean heat fueled Hurricane Harvey
Ocean evaporation matched up with massive overland rainfall, new analysis finds
“BOULDER, Colo. — In the weeks before Hurricane Harvey tore across the Gulf of Mexico and plowed into the Texas coast in August 2017, the Gulf’s waters were warmer than any time on record, according to a new analysis led by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
These hotter-than-normal conditions supercharged the storm, fueling it with vast stores of moisture, the authors found. When it stalled near the Houston area, the resulting rains broke precipitation records and caused devastating flooding.
“We show, for the first time, that the volume of rain over land corresponds to the amount of water evaporated from the unusually warm ocean,” said lead author Kevin Trenberth, an NCAR senior scientist. “As climate change continues to heat the oceans, we can expect more supercharged
storms like Harvey.””
https://www2.ucar.edu/atmosnews/news/132662/record-breaking-ocean-heat-fueled-hurricane-harvey
Ocean heat as ‘fuel’ for hurricanes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=zOdDMEUSXxo
Harvey is just the start of bigger and badder on the way. I hope I am still alive to watch Houston, the Cancer capital of the world, get wiped off the map. I like to imagine the collective look of mouth breathing stupidity on the faces of the climate denying fossil fuel cheerleaders when it sinks
in that they are doomed and everything they cherished and advocated for brought it on as fast as possible.
If they can be forgiven because ‘they do not know what they are doing’ then surely my petty misanthropic schadenfreude can be categorized as the same eh?
Fucking culls.
Reply
james said:
June 1, 2018 at 9:54 am
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/28/ellicott-city-md-devastated-flooding-twice-two-yea/
Reply
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Apneaman said:
June 1, 2018 at 1:21 pm
Climate Collapse distribution still not evenly distributed, but the distribution is growing with each AGW jacked disaster.
Study hikes Puerto Rico’s Hurricane Maria death toll to 4,645
May 29 (Reuters Health) – Hurricane Maria claimed the lives of 4,645 people in Puerto Rico last year and not the 64 long pegged by the island’s government as the official death toll, according to a survey of thousands of residents by a research team led by Harvard University.
https://www.reuters.com/article/puertorico-casualties/study-hikes-puerto-ricos-hurricane-maria-death-toll-to-4645-idUSL2N1T0144
Puerto Rico grid ‘teetering’ despite $3.8 billion repair job
https://www.denverpost.com/2018/05/31/puerto-rico-grid-teetering-despite-3-8-billion-repair-job/
‘People just give up’: Low-income hurricane victims slam federal relief programs
Nine months after Harvey, middle-class Houston has recovered, but low-income neighborhoods are in disarray.
“Nearly every street of the 10,000-person neighborhood has homes that are gutted. Empty window panes reveal sparse interiors without walls, doors or carpets. Doors hang ajar and mold consumes living rooms and kitchens. Signs dot the lawns, promising homeowners that they can quickly
sell out and avoid the messy process of rebuilding. One family lives in a tent in their driveway where mangy dogs circle around, shedding fur and leaving a rotten stench hanging in the air. Inside their wrecked home, two 4-year-old children sleep just feet away from open electric wires.”
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/05/29/houston-hurricane-harvey-fema-597912
Reply
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False Progress said:
December 17, 2019 at 9:30 pm
“Conversion to wind and solar power, which will require increasing and ongoing industrial activity, will at best only maintain “break-even” for some proportion of currently existing technological cells for a short while, before sounding the death knell for the ecosystem. Creating solar and
wind energy gathering devices does not at all address the tendency towards malignant growth and associated damages to the ecosystem.”
I was expecting this blog to have more references to industrial wind power, now the most visible industrial cancer on the world, though it’s been branded as “clean” to suit the Green Growth agenda.
It’s an imperfect analogy, but wind turbines have a spiky look that resembles asbestos fibers on the micro scale of lungs.
Reply
james said:
December 18, 2019 at 8:32 am
The entire technological enterprise needs to be downsized drastically and then “maybe” someone will survive. Wind power is like putting the dying system on a ventilator. It doesn’t change the outcome.
Reply
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